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1 – STRATEGIC PLAN OVERVIEW
The City of Coral Gables Information Technology Department (CGIT) works together with the city’s leadership and
all city departments and offices as a key strategic partner bringing value, efficiencies, and process improvements
across the organization through a significant number of technology solutions, value-driven projects and smart city
initiatives that benefit the city and its constituents. We also help City departments achieve accreditation and
compliance with federal, state, county, city and industry standards, best practices, rules and regulations for
information governance, security, public safety, sustainability, environmental conservation, financial
administration, business processes, and other government controls.
Technology plays an important role in many of the City’s services and operations during normal and emergency
conditions by facilitating communication between employees, constituents, and stakeholders; by fostering
collaboration and innovation; expediting tasks, increasing productivity and operational efficiencies; by reducing
carbon footprint and assessing and managing risks; and, by enhancing the delivery of citizen services with added
value and convenience. Technology and innovation help our City become more sustainable, resilient, and livable.
This important role has been particularly evident during the Covid-19 pandemic, when digital technologies and the
resourcefulness of our team have been helping our organization and our constituents stay connected, safe, and
productive, while helping our community recover.
The CGIT Department’s Mission is: “To provide the City of Coral Gables with reliable and sustainable technical
services and innovative solutions that bring value to the organization and its constituents and enhance business
processes and effectiveness for all departments.” We align ourselves with the City’s vision of a “World class city
with a hometown feel,” with city values, mission, and strategic goals, and with the needs and priorities of our
community. Coral Gables was founded on innovation and standards of excellence for citizen services and quality
of life, inspired by the City Beautiful, Garden City, and Mediterranean Revival urban planning and design movements
-and, our City has sustained these principles over the years, up to the present and into the future. Now Coral Gables
is also part of the Smart City movement. For the last five years during the execution of this plan our city has
leveraged technology, advanced innovation, applied strategic planning, and implemented best practices to
continually improve citizen services and quality of life.

Smart City Journey:
CGIT promotes the development of a smart city ecosystem that
fosters innovation and economic growth by bringing together
through technology People, Businesses, Organizations, Things, and
Systems. By leveraging strategic planning and innovation, the City’s
digital transformation and smart initiatives benefit citizens with
continuous improvement of customer service and quality of life.
The City’s strategic location in the middle of Miami-Dade County,
supports active inter-agency cooperation and mutual aid programs,
highlights the high volume of traffic commutes on roads and
highways, and accommodates the significant number of workers,
students, and visitors from other cities; so that our smart city
initiatives also have positive regional impacts in South Florida.
Our smart city journey is defined by the components of
transparency, value creation, digital equity, open data, business
intelligence, actionable information, governance, efficiencies, citizen engagement, mobility, accessibility, inclusion,
crowdsourcing, and collaboration. It begins with a clear vision of excellence (fig. 1, pg. 20) and charts a strategic,
practical, systematic, collaborative, and innovative roadmap that embraces the state of the art and leverages the
exponential technologies from the 4th Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) with a quality-of-life focus (Quality 4.0).
This roadmap implements several interconnected and interoperable elements that include a Smart City Hub public
platform, Digital Twin Environments, a Data Marketplace, an Application Store, Transparency Portals, a Community
Intelligence Center, Data Platforms, Internet of Things, R&D labs, and a robust and resilient technology
infrastructure foundation with high-speed communications.
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Our journey to become a smarter city starts with understanding the needs and priorities of our community. We
augment institutional knowledge and public input from traditional methods of participation with modern
technology tools to engage our citizens in a co-creative process and listen to their voice. Today, that includes digital
surveys and citizen engagement portals, social networks, customer relationship apps, public kiosks, and most
recently, artificial intelligence and machine learning applied to public sentiment analytics. We use this insight as
input to make our smart city plans and programs more effective, consensual, inclusive, and collaborative, as part
of a periodic elicitation cycle to gather business requirements from our constituents and our City’s leadership.
From vision to planning and execution, CGIT pivots on core disciplines such as: leadership,
business/public administration, urban planning, project/program management, business
analysis/intelligence,
electrical/electronic
engineering,
industrial/systems/process/quality
engineering, network/computer/software engineering, GIS and computer/data science, and
infrastructure/technology/service design-build and integration. Building on those core competencies,
our smart city roadmap is designed with 8 interconnected management frameworks (Fig. 2, pg.21):
I. Smart City Focus Areas Chart (fig. 3-4, pg. 22-23): At the
center of this five-area chart, we highlight quality, continuous
improvement, customer service, strategic planning, and
innovation; and, around the clock: i. public safety, ii.
sustainability, iii. enterprise systems, and iv. data initiatives. This
prioritization jump-starts transformative cycles with directives
set forth by vision and objectives elicited from the smart city
ecosystem stakeholders. Some of the initial large projects in this
strategic plan started at the core and are not strictly
technological; for example: citywide lean six sigma process
improvement and standard operating procedures, streamlining
processes, boosting efficiencies, reducing waste, and establishing systematic, methodical processes and best
management practices across organization (as shown next in the CGIT quality engineering framework). IT Op-Ex cost
savings derived from these early-stage projects were reinvested in R&D and innovation in then-emerging fields such
as Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI). Multiple initiatives are established under each peripheral
focus area: public safety (smart policing, emergency management, resilience, business continuity), sustainability
(reducing energy consumption and carbon footprint, supporting the City sustainability team’s green technology
programs such as electric vehicles, electronic recycling, paper use reduction, energy efficiency, solar energy
adoption, and water conservation), data-driven organization initiatives (actionable data and insight for decision
making, high visibility and situational awareness), enterprise systems powering digital transformation citywide
(becoming paperless, leveraging electronic processes and automation, enterprise platforms and apps that bring
mobility, accessibility, efficiencies and convenience to our constituents). A detailed, actionable chart follows the
high-level one with more specifics on how the organizational and digital transformation throughout the five focus
areas delivers short- and long-term results, continuous value streaming and digital equity to our citizens, with many
action items, proofs-of-concept, quick wins, and concurrent planning, execution, and results along the way.
II. Quality Engineering and Continuous Improvement Framework (fig. 5, pg. 24): a
toolkit of proven industrial engineering and quality assurance methodologies, standards
and best practices that deliver business continuity, a smooth production cycle, value
streaming, service and performance excellence benchmarks, and an organizational fabric
that listens to the voice of the customer, continuously learns and improves itself, focus
on customer service/satisfaction, streamlines operations, and boosts efficiencies and
productivity. With built-in standards and methodologies learned from industry and
academia (lean, six sigma, agile, scrum, ISO 9000, operations research, morphological
analysis, ITIL, business process optimization, balanced scorecards), CGIT applies this
framework in comprehensive, citywide IT operation plans and supply/asset/service
management cycles with quality assurance and control. We pivot on these efficiencies
and cost savings to fund smart city projects, team development programs, R&D initiatives, technology proofs of
concept and demo labs during development and refresh cycles of our cyberinfrastructure stack:
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III. Our cyberinfrastructure stack pivoted on a smart, robust, and resilient network that
provides a foundation of high-speed communications and digital inclusion (fig. 6, pg. 25).
Built over multiple years leveraging engineering standards, safety codes, cybersecurity
frameworks and best practices from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), ANSI, ISO, IEC, NFPA and
other organizations, our team designed and implemented a robust and resilient smart
network that provides high speed and throughput capacity for city services, with
redundancy, fault-tolerance and fail-over automation to keep critical communications
always available for emergency services and first responders during hurricanes, power outages, and other incidents
and disasters. During hurricane Irma, with over 80% power and telecommunication utilities down in the city, our
network kept critical services always on for emergency managers and first responders (IEEE Coral Gables case study
on paper “Connected through a Disaster,” published by IEEE Standards University.) This smart network layer
provides the foundation for CGIT’s smart city engineering framework:
IV. Smart City Engineering Framework (fig. 7, pg. 26): a stack of technology
infrastructure and digital government services with i. a foundation of resilient, highspeed communications (previous framework); ii. a cyber-physical layer of internet of
things sensors, actuators and smart devices providing real-time urban and
environmental visibility and control; iii. data platforms with distributed clouds and
datacenters, analytics, artificial intelligence and machine learning, and horizontal and
vertical integration of enterprise systems and supply chain, providing a business
intelligence back-end of data aggregation, integration, correlation, and analytics; iv. a
smart city hub public platform, a “digital supermarket” and collaboration space that
delivers value, digital services, open data and open API’s, transparency and business
intelligence portals, citizen engagement tools and community initiatives, an app store
and geographic information systems and mapping apps, a community intelligence center, and e-government
services for digital equity and data democratization. The smart city hub delivers digital equity for v. the smart city
ecosystem of people, businesses, organizations, things, and systems, with built-in trust mechanisms, and in
alignment with vi. our organization’s vision of a world-class city, its mission of providing excellent services to our
citizens, and its strategic management goals. The smart city engineering framework leverages strategic planning
and innovation to continuously improve customer service and quality of life. In this smart city strategic project and
service portfolio we leverage the exponential technologies of the 4th industrial revolution such as IoT, A.I., big data,
advanced cybersecurity, drones, robotics and automation, mixed/augmented/virtual reality (XR), BIM/VDC digital
twins, and digital fabrication (fig. 1, pg. 20). We continue conducting pilots and research of other disruptive and
emerging technologies such as blockchain, 5G, autonomous vehicles and smart and connected mobility. For our
team, providing value-driven and high-ROI technology implies a continuous learning and reevaluation process.
There is also a holistic, continuous information assurance program built into this framework, directly connected
to our IT operation plan (CGITOP) production cycles in the quality engineering framework. This program includes:
i. Risk Management, ii. Protective Controls, iii. Detective Controls, iv. Technology Management, v. Response
Management, and vi. Compliance Management, with multiple internal and external audits and compliance
certification programs every year from accreditation agencies, industry standards councils, and qualified assessors.
V. Smart City Interoperability Systems Engineering Model and
VI. Enterprise Systems Best Practice Framework (fig. 8-9, pg. 27):
As shown in previous frameworks above, our smart city
cyberinfrastructure and information technology operations provide
a multitude of digital services and value to our constituents and our
stakeholders. Those smart city strengths also bring challenges in governance and interoperability in a highly
regulated environment. Every time we develop a technological solution to a problem or functional gap, we make
sure not to create other problems such as new functional/data silos, overcomplexity, waste, inefficiencies, security
vulnerabilities, inclusion/accessibility gaps, or compliance gaps. Thus, we have designed technology frameworks and
standard operating procedures to incorporate security, compliance, integration, accessibility, and quality controls
from an early stage of any project, and never as an afterthought.
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Our Smart City Interoperability Systems Engineering Model and Enterprise Systems Best Practice Framework help
our team horizontally integrate enterprise systems and data platforms from multiple functional areas in the
organization (financial, infrastructure, asset management, public services, building/planning/zoning permitting and
land management, public safety, community recreation, parking, technology and IoT and cyber-physical systems,
and external collaborations and crowdsourcing), so these domains interoperate, communicate with each other;
activate security controls to trust each other; enforce data governance, security, privacy and compliance
requirements and controls; and, our systems can deliver real-time value and cohesive, correlated insight for
decisionmakers, first responders, urban planners, researchers, city employees, and citizens in general.
Comprehensive data governance and information assurance programs are also built into this framework,
incorporating mechanisms and controls to protect sensitive data such as personally identifiable information (PII),
payment card industry (PCI) information, protected health information (PHI) and criminal justice information (CJI),
as set forth by the NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF), HIPAA and SOX acts, PCI-DSS standard, FBI/CJIS/FDLE policy
requirements, applicable record laws, and other regulations and guidelines. A secure, practical, and efficient
interoperability model for a smart city in a highly regulated environment.
VII. Strategic Project Portfolio Management Framework (fig. 10-11, pg. 28-29): from
vision and planning to execution, the abovementioned management frameworks show
how we leverage industrial engineering and best practices to keep the lights on and
maintain a diverse and complex portfolio of infrastructure, technology, and services. To
implement our smart city strategic plans, make things happen, and keep the wheels moving
with continuous improvement and innovation, we also need project management, one of
the key competencies to achieve our goals and our vision. We are a projectized
organization and our team works together with our strategic partners on a large portfolio
of strategic projects in multiple categories (new smart buildings, telecommunications
infrastructure, fiber optics corridors, IoT networks, enterprise systems, citizen engagement
and communication portals, mobile apps, public safety technology projects, smart city
research collaboration initiatives, data portals, process improvement and standardization
projects, and others.) At the end, every smart city project must be a strategic project that
improves services and quality of life for our citizens.
VIII. Smart City Strategic Partnership, Research & Collaboration Model (fig. 12, pg. 29):
CGIT has taken a synergetic and collaborative approach to smart city technology services
and continuous improvement programs, as an essential and effective way to execute our
strategic plans, help others, conduct research, augment skills, add capacity, and remain
competitive and innovative as an organization and as a team. For our team, it is a
continuous synergetic cycle that starts with sharing and communicating. This continuum
has established a diverse portfolio of collaborative programs with leading organizations
across sectors (science, academia, government, industry, business, and
nonprofit/professional) and verticals (energy, transportation, telecommunications, utilities, education, healthcare)
and has laid out a five-stage virtuous cycle in synchronization with our cyberinfrastructure, service delivery and
project management frameworks. A virtuous cycle that helps us connect the dots for collaborative innovation:
1. Share → 2. Learn → 3. Partner → 4. Collaborate → 5. Build Collective Value → Repeat

Performance Excellence Plan:
Our strategic plan delivers cost efficiencies and fiscal responsibility while planning and managing technology
resources for the City. CGIT works with the Finance Department to properly plan for capital improvements,
operating budget requirements and resource allocation for ongoing and future needs, while improving budget
management and planning procedures for efficiency and costs reduction. With Finance’s help, we have better
aligned our capital projects and operating budget line items with the city’s strategic action plans and goals. During
the COVID-19 pandemic, CGIT has worked closely with Finance and the City’s leadership to implement necessary
budget cuts in capital and operations to fiscally adjust to municipal revenue shortfalls during this crisis while
maintaining high quality of services and business continuity of operations for our customers and our citizens.
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CGIT has also applied a comprehensive set of cost saving strategies in OpEx and CapEx
that have reduced cyberinfrastructure maintenance and refresh costs over multiple years,
while expanding our scope of services, areas of responsibility, and operations. We have
also developed funding strategies to expand and sustain our smart city technology
infrastructure and research programs, including aligning our technology projects with
capital infrastructure projects in city parks, roads, right of way, and buildings by establishing administrative process
requirements and controls to make sure that every capital improvement project in the city undergoes a smart
technology needs assessment (Gartner’s Coral Gables case study on paper “Smart City Funding Models: It’s Time to
Be Creative,” published by Gartner in 2019.) Our team has also worked together with other city departments (Fire,
Police, Finance, Economic Development, City Manager’s Office) and partner organizations in government, industry
and academia applying for grant funding programs from federal/state/municipal agencies (NSF, DOC, DHS, FL-DEO,
County) in diverse areas such as public safety technologies, resiliency, smart city and telecommunications
infrastructure, Covid-19 economic recovery technology programs, and STEM research and education (smart energy,
data science, AI, IoT, smart city data collaboration hubs, cyberinfrastructure, disaster resilience platforms.) Awarded
grant funds from these agencies have been effectively utilized to upgrade City services such as 911 communications,
emergency operation center (EOC) technologies and satellite communications, technology for small businesses
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, Census 2020 outreach campaigns, and technology education programs.
CGIT Efficiency Benchmark Analysis - When comparing CGIT with Gartner’s 2020 industry benchmark metrics for
Local Government agencies on three key metric benchmark indicators: IT Spending as a Percent of Operational
Expense (%), IT Spending Per Employee ($), and IT Employees as a Percent of Total Employees (%), where lower is
better, we find that CGIT is significantly below State and Local Government industry averages in spending and
number of employees, in conjunction with other satisfactory balanced scorecard indicators in productivity,
customer satisfaction, learning and innovation. Per our 2020 I.T. financial benchmark analysis report summary:
• CGIT spends 41% less as a ratio of the total organization’s operational expense than the gov’t industry average;
• CGIT spends 40% less per organization employee than the government industry average;
• CGIT has 47% less employees as a ratio of the total number of employees than the government industry average.
We have also established business metrics and balanced scorecards to measure our performance against annual
goals and expectations, as well as government and industry benchmarks. During 2016-2020, we kept all City
technology systems and services operating with high availability and uptime (99.9+% avg. uptime -almost zero
percent downtime), with overall adequate capacity and good levels of performance. We have promptly responded
to emergencies and reestablished any affected services. We monitored our response times and service levels and
addressed customer needs and requirements, with an emphasis in the areas that most needed improvement.
Our customer service scorecards show a customer satisfaction index of 4.9/5 in I.T. service requests. We have
improved our customer service response times and overall department performance metrics, while listening to the
voice of the customer, addressing gaps in a timely manner, and seizing opportunities for improvement (ASQ, IISE
Coral Gables IT department case studies.) As part of our lean six sigma process improvement action plan, we collect
customer metrics by implementing surveys, customer sentiment analytics, and other QA data gathering tools.
One of our strategic focus areas is to build better communication channels and teamwork with all city
departments and to facilitate citizen engagement. We conduct technology needs assessment and strategic planning
meetings with each department to identify priorities; to focus our efforts on resolving the most important issues for
the greater benefit of the organization and the citizens; and, to maximize cost-effectiveness and return on
investment. Together with the departments we plan smarter and deliver results on time, within budget and aligned
with the scope, and conduct in-depth technical and business assessments to address workforce training and
awareness gaps and find the right technology that is cost-effective, compliant, and addresses the needs of the
citizens and the organization. We also participate in citizen boards and committees and communicate with members
of the community to better understand the technology needs and collaborative ideas of our citizens, to improve the
outreach of city technology services and initiatives and develop effective communication strategies. With the
implementation of citizen portals and tools like the smart city hub, mobile apps, websites, messaging apps, social
media sites, citizen engagement programs and customer relationship management systems, we help the citizens
communicate and collaborate more effectively with the City.
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Citywide Business Process Improvement is an important part of our strategic action plan. In alignment with our
I.T. Quality Engineering Framework, we work on citywide process improvement initiatives, implementing lean six
sigma analysis and best practices to reduce waste and costs, solve problems, and improve efficiencies and quality
of service. We also led a citywide quality training program (training, coaching, and certifying 35 lean six sigma green
belts across all city departments), and implemented standard operating procedures, operation plans, policies, best
practices, and information libraries to improve how we operate and manage our department and our resources.
Our team also led the implementation of citywide Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), a digital platform with
electronic document workflow for SOP governance, templates, systematic processes, and best practices as per
Baldrige performance excellence criteria and benchmarks. Because of these efforts, our team received a case study
award in 2018 from the American Society for Quality (ASQ) and their International Team Excellence Award (ITEA)
program for our use of Quality 4.0, industrial engineering standards and best practices in accomplishing smart city
I.T. performance metrics improvement in balanced scorecards.

Resilience, Agility, and Adaptability:
CGIT is a key component of the City’s emergency management and operation plans. By improving and
strengthening our business continuity plans and practices, we continue to assure resilience, security, quality and
high availability of technology services and communications during emergency events and normal operations. Also,
by leveraging engineering standards and best practices, our team has built and maintained an award-winning
robust and resilient network infrastructure that provides high availability of mission-critical systems and
communications for emergency operations, 911, first responders, and city services. This resilience has been tested
during natural disasters like Hurricane Irma in 2017, which caused power and carrier service outages that affected
more than 80% of the City. Because of these efforts, our team received an award in 2017 from the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for our use of IEEE engineering standards in building smart city resiliency.
We continue improving our network infrastructure and making it stronger and smarter as technology and standards
evolve, and we also partner with citywide teams, academic researchers and philanthropic organizations
implementing smart energy projects to improve energy resilience for the City’s mission-critical service facilities.
Public Safety is a key priority of ours. CGIT works together with and
collaborates with the city’s public safety leadership, Police, Fire, and
Problem-Solving citywide teams implementing advanced technology
solutions and smart processes. These initiatives include Community
Intelligence Centers, CCTV cameras, automated license plate readers,
CCTV/ALPR/Speed trailers, BriefCam computer vision, video analytics
and artificial intelligence systems; UAS/drones, CrimeView crime
analysis system, crime data analysis and visualization, Telemedicine,
Paperless Electronic Patient Care process, and Covid-19 technology
solutions (testing and vaccination portals, data hubs, IoT sensor data
analysis, situational awareness tools, business assistance portals,
electronic surveys and citizen engagement tools, symptom diagnostic
apps, telework and virtual meeting tools.) These are among the many
innovative advancements that respond to incidents and crises, help
prevent and fight crime; and improve safety and quality of life for
residents, businesses, and visitors.
COVID-19 Pandemic Technology Strategies – Agility and Adaptability: CGIT supports citywide technology needs
during the coronavirus pandemic crisis, including: deploying hundreds of additional computers and mobile devices
for telework and remote access; expanding the network capacity and cloud computing capabilities to support
enterprise telework services; enabling additional virtual workspaces for projects and collaboration; enhancing
anywhere/anytime mobile access to applications and documents; facilitating the implementation and providing
technical support for virtual commission meetings where citizens and officials participate from multiple locations;
leveraging the functionalities of scalable, flexible and secure cloud-based platforms and enterprise systems to
maintain operational capacity and business continuity (Microsoft’s Coral Gables case study on article “Technology
Powering a City During Turbulent Times”); providing onsite and remote technical support to city employees and first
8
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responders; configuring cashier/POS stations to be able to accept payments remotely; assisting citizens and
businesses with technology-related needs; troubleshooting technical issues and systems outages; supporting
citywide emergency management systems and technology services; providing quick technical solutions to multiple
operational issues; developing hyper-local data hubs and portals for first responders,
emergency managers, and Covid-19 testing registration, testing site operations and
vaccination data (StateTech’s Coral Gables case study on article “8 Smart Cities to
Watch in 2020”); participating with University of Miami, Florida International
University, Miami-Dade Beacon Council Technology Committee, NIST GCTC, TechCARES, local municipalities and other organizations in Covid-19 technology task forces
sharing resources, case studies, lessons learned and insight; collaborating with several
organizations in government, industry and academia to enhance data visualization and
analytics for emergency operations; maintaining critical communication platforms;
working with the Economic Development department and strategic partners in industry,
government and academia to provide technology workshops and technical assistance
recovery programs for small and medium businesses impacted by the crisis; and many
other support tasks during the crisis. Our team continues helping our City and our
community leverage technology and innovation to recover and thrive.

Cyberinfrastructure Plan:
We participate in the planning, design, and execution of current and future construction projects, including
renovations, building automation, office relocations, new buildings, and other important projects. CGIT involvement
goes from analyzing technology requirements and associated provisioning costs at the early phases of the project
and researching adequate smart building technology solutions in the
industry, to engineering, implementing, and testing the technology
infrastructure that helps deliver services and communications to the
stakeholders. We continue working with Public Works and other
departments provisioning technology infrastructure for new buildings,
renovations, and construction projects. During recent years, our team
designed, procured, engineered, project-managed, and deployed network
infrastructure and telecommunications for several construction projects,
including: new public safety building, new Fire Stations (FS2 renovation,
FSU, and FS4), 911 Communication Centers (primary and secondary PSAP),
new IT Primary Datacenter / Network Headquarters and server rooms, new
Emergency Operation Center, new Trolley building, Planning and Zoning
building renovation, Adult Activity Center, Passport Office, Streetscape
Project, Fink Studio, Merrick House, public parks, tennis courts, golf courses,
parking garages, SCADA IP telemetry system upgrade; and several other
infrastructure projects, facilitating communication and operations for
departments and the public using those areas and facilities. New technology
infrastructure and project management for these projects included fiber
optics corridors, datacenters and network electronics, low voltage wiring,
computer networks, audio and video systems, sensors and actuators,
cybersecurity and physical security systems, new equipment, dispatch
consoles, equipment moves, and other smart building provisioning. Our
team recently upgraded the City’s core and distribution computer network
with faster, smarter, safer, greener, and more resilient backend electronics
and cyberinfrastructure, as part of the reengineering and rebuilding of the
City’s I.T. Primary Datacenter and Network Headquarters. Our team has also
conducted research, authored papers, and executed use cases of Internet
of Things (IoT) and cyber-physical systems (CPS) for Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) functions, to enable real-time sensing and visibility of city
building structural/environmental conditions in the smart city hub platform.
9
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R&D and Innovation are also key drivers of
our strategic plan. We work on multiple Smart
City and eGov initiatives in the areas of
sustainability,
public
safety,
citizen
engagement,
transparency,
business
intelligence, business process reengineering,
mobility, public transportation, parking, fleet
management, mobile applications, homegrown
systems, and other government technology
implementations that bring value, convenience,
resilience, increased efficiencies, and improved
customer service satisfaction citywide. We
conduct research pilots, field test operations,
and demonstrate applications of exponential
technologies including artificial intelligence,
machine learning, drones, computer vision, and
predictive analytics in emergency management,
public safety, and digital services scenarios. We
join with the city’s leadership to present these
Smart City initiatives through the ICMA’s Smart Communities eBook, Innovate Miami book, Smart City surveys and
case studies, multiple conferences and events, STEM research groups, Coral Gables Innovation Council, conferences
(UM, FIU, IEEE, IISE, NIST), several publications, events, boards, committees, town halls and Commission meetings.
We have implemented smart city projects with internet of things (IoT)
sensors, cyber-physical systems (CPS) and platforms to increase real-time
visibility on environmental and urban variables such as traffic, parking,
energy, water, air quality, sea and waterways level, and other applications,
creating a new Smart District in Downtown and provisioning other areas. For
the City’s Centennial, CGIT implemented a Smart City Hub public platform for
open data and collaboration for a Beautiful and Smart City and is working on
advanced tools such as augmented reality platforms that will deliver realtime, location-aware, history-and-culture-rich multimedia information to
visitors and residents traversing the City and visiting landmarks, touristic,
and commercial areas. By offering open data and application programming
interfaces, and building collaboration with civic coders, academic
professors, and students, CGIT is continually adding more value and applications to the City’s public platforms.
Two of our strategic focus areas are Enterprise Systems and Horizontal
Integration. We conducted a research study on Enterprise Systems, with the
findings of nationwide research and recommendations by subject matter experts
on government enterprise systems and horizontal integration within the
organization’s functional areas. Our study provided substantial information,
analysis and expertise that help the city review the best available options and
make an informed and sound decision during the evaluation process of new
Enterprise Resource Planning and Operation systems (ERP/EOS/EBC) that fit the
organization’s functional requirements, budget planning, and culture of
exceptional customer service. This study was presented to all city departments in
2017, and an executive steering committee was formed with the City’s leadership
to start the implementation process. Our long- and short-term strategies in
ERP/EOS/EBC include diverse areas such as core financial, e-Permitting/Electronic
Plan Review, Land Management, Facility/Asset Management, Community
Recreation operations, Human Capital Management, public safety, emergency management, ubiquitous locationbased information, GIS analytics and data visualization that support the many business areas of the organization.
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Between 2017 and 2019, our team working together with several departments completed the implementation of a
new facility management enterprise system, a full digitalization and inventory of city right of way assets (almost 300
miles of roads), and a new community recreation enterprise system, delivering customer-centric, data-driven
features and functionalities, added value, convenience, mobility, process improvement and increased efficiencies.
These innovative projects and initiatives also have an economic impact in the City and the entire South Florida
region. Businesses and workers are currently benefiting from the City’s smart initiatives (IoT, open data, public WiFi, cyberinfrastructure, mobile apps, and citizen services) in many ways. We work with the City’s Economic
Development department, the Business Improvement District, the Chamber of Commerce, the International Affairs
Council, and the Beacon Council promoting these services to new and existing businesses, startups and
entrepreneurs that are considering investing in our City. Also, to continue building and enhancing these initiatives
and to foster economic growth, our team submitted in 2018 and 2019 three proposals for smart city infrastructure
expansion, one to the State’s Enterprise Florida and Department of Economic Opportunity, and one to the County’s
SMART transportation plan, both with engineering design and city and regional economic impact analysis.

Outreach, Communication, Learning and Collaboration:
To foster learning, collaboration and digital adoption, our smart city outreach and communication plan deploys
several strategies, including i. Developing public communication material such as bulletins, success stories, videos,
webinars, posters, flyers, brochures, AR apps, media kits, articles, and publications; ii. Using diverse media outlets
like digital media, broadcasting, podcasts, virtual sessions, printed publications, and physical distribution; iii.
Participating and presenting at collaborative events such as government/academia/industry conferences, expos,
townhalls, symposia, workshops, summits, hackathons, forums, roundtable discussions, and others; iv. Submitting
applications to awards and competitions; v. Teaching and presenting at university programs, classes, guest lectures
and other education spaces; and vi. Authoring and publishing research papers. As part of these efforts:
1. Our team has been invited to present the Coral Gables smart city,
technology and innovation initiatives at multiple events, participating as
speakers and exhibitors: Cybersecurity Trends conference (FIU ‘16),
eMerge Americas (Miami ‘16/‘17/‘18/‘19), GIS events (FL, CA
’16/’17/‘18’/‘19), Smart Cities Connect (Houston ‘17, Tampa ‘18), UM Smart
Cities conference (‘18/‘19), Smart Cities Week (D.C. ’18, Global ‘20), Miami
Tech Summit (‘18/‘20), Miami-Dade County Best Practices Conference
(‘18/‘20), FLGISA Conference (Boca Raton ’18, Virtual ‘20), Government
Innovation Awards (VA ’18), Defense TechConnect (Tampa ‘18), IEEE Coral
Gables Smart City Success Story webinar (‘18), Constructing the Future of
Urban Technology roundtable (FIU in D.C. ‘18), IISE annual conference
(Orlando ‘18), One Community One Goal (Miami ‘18), Regional Climate
summit (FL ‘18), Unbound Miami (‘18), Connected Cities summit (Miami
‘19/’20, Denver ‘20), NIST GCTC Smart Cities Expo (D.C. ‘19), U.S.-ASEAN
Smart Cities Partnership Symposium (D.C. ’19), Women in Technology
International conference (FL ‘19), Secure Miami FIU conference (‘19), UM
Big Data conference (‘19), ASQ World Conference on Quality and
Improvement (Ft. Worth ‘19), Cisco Live (San Diego ’19), MIT South Florida
event (’19), Smart City Expo (Atlanta ’19, Miami ‘20), Tech SMART BIM
summit (’19), FL League of Cities annual conference (Orlando ‘19), IT Expo
/ Smart City Event / IoT Evolution summit (FL ‘20), .NEXT conference (‘20),
Consumer Electronics Show (CES 2020 smart city expo, Las Vegas), Covid-19
Open Data event (‘20), Smart City Roadshow (FL ‘20), MDBC-TC events
(‘20), ASPA SoFL Best Practices conference (‘20), GSX+ Summit (‘20),
FLGISA/FIU cybersecurity events (‘20), Singularity University A.I. event
(‘20), Public Sector Innovation conference (‘20), NIST Cybersecurity
Symposium for Smart Cities (‘20), NIST/NTIA Smart Regions Workshop
(‘20), Fiber Broadband Association event (‘20), and others.
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2. Multiple publications such as Forbes, Smart & Resilient, GovTech & eRepublic, State Tech Magazine, CIO

Applications Magazine, FL Eng, Kurrant Insights, ISE Magazine, IEEE Spectrum & The Institute/Standards University
Magazines, ArcNews, ASQ Quality Progress, Smart Cities Dive, APA Technology Newsletter, Smart Cities World, ICMA
Books, Coral Gables Magazine, Miami Today News, Bloomberg, Innovate Miami book, Broadband Communities
Magazine, Gartner Inc. research, IOT News, European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), City
Beautiful Magazine, Microsoft tech blog, Consumer
Technology Association, and National League of Cities
media have published articles and case studies about
the Coral Gables technology initiatives, helping us
connect with our constituents, colleagues, businesses
and professional communities, while also expanding
the public’s adoption of City technology services.
3. CGIT staff has authored and submitted papers and articles to professional publications,
including smart city articles for Government CIO Outlook Magazine and CIO Review
Magazine, engineering research papers for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) and the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE); Covid-19
technology papers for the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) GCTC and
CPAC think-tanks, smart city articles for the American Planning Association (APA), for the
launch of One Water Academy on Earth Day 2020, and for the American Society for Public
Administration (ASPA) PA Times Covid-19 special edition, and GIS papers for professional
journals. CGIT staff has also co-authored several research papers in collaboration with
academic researchers from UM and FIU, in subject matter areas of electrical engineering,
quality engineering, GIS, IoT, resilience, Covid-19 technology use cases, and data science.
4. CGIT staff has contributed with content writing and expertise for technology books and journals; and have worked
with ISO, IEC and IEEE developing international standards for engineering and technology. Our CGIT team works
together with the City’s Office of Communication, the Economic Development Department, marketing teams and
City boards and committees on communicating and promoting the City’s technology services and its competitive
advantage as a regional innovation hub to attract visitors, businesses, investment, and entrepreneurs.

External Partnerships, Community Volunteering, and Collaboration – In alignment with our
Smart City Strategic Partnership, Research and Collaboration model (fig. 12), we continue
seeking, developing, and leveraging strategic partnerships with professional organizations in
academia, government, and the industry, that augment our skillset and research capabilities,
open new opportunities for learning and communicating, and add value and capacity for
projects, initiatives, and civic good. These partnerships and community volunteering in various
leadership capacities are key to the execution of our strategic plan. Some of the organizations
we are actively collaborating with are: National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST/DOC + DHS/NTIA/NSF
Global City Teams Challenge smart cities federal program; volunteering as co-chair of the NIST GCTC Data
Supercluster), National Telecommunications and Information Agency (NTIA: broadband, digital inclusion, and smart
regions programs, volunteering as member of the BroadbandUSA Digital Inclusion Leadership Network - DILN),
University of Miami (UM: Coral Gables Smart City Solutions competition, smart energy microgrid research for public
safety buildings, civic engagement & GIS initiatives, crime analysis, traffic and mobility technology, data science and
supercomputing, business technology, STEM research proposals to NSF, 5G & XR research pilots, internships,
innovation thinktank), Florida International University (FIU: waterway IoT/sensors, digital libraries, internships,
innovation thinktank, cybersecurity, training, GIS, STEM research proposals to NSF), Miami Dade College (MDC:
internships, innovation thinktank), International City/County Management Association (ICMA: smart city case
studies and publications), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE: engineering standards, smart
city research, case studies, publications, competitions and awards), the Institute of Industrial and Systems Engineers
(IISE: research papers, events, publications), Florida Engineering Society (FES: volunteering as judge at the Future
Cities Competition), National League of Cities (NLC: smart city case studies, events, publications), American Society
for Quality (ASQ: process improvement, lean six sigma projects, case studies, competitions), Waze (CCP: Connected
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Citizens Program), Google partnership (Covid-19 small business economic recovery program), Bloomberg
Philanthropies (city challenge project prototyping), Smart Cities Council, Center for Digital Government, South
Florida Digital Alliance (SFDA: internships, learning centers), business organizations such as Miami-Dade Beacon
Council (MDBC: member of the Technology Committee and the 1MPACT Covid-19 economic recovery taskforce),
Chambers of Commerce, Trade Commissions, Business Improvement District; City Innovate STIR Labs, DataGovs
smart region collaborative (City of Miami, Miami-Dade County, Code for South Florida, Microsoft Philanthropies
Office of Civic Innovation, GitHub) and GIS data sharing MOUs; CTIA, IoTC, sister cities, and other STEM
collaborations. CGIT also collaborated with IEEE and NIST in the development of an engineering standard for smart
cities planning, and a framework for smart cities and communities, respectively. We also provide technology
support for regional and local events such as the Super Bowl LIV Committee, Tree Lighting, Census 2020, Carnival
on the Mile, and other events, and partner with regional initiatives such as Friends of the Underline to assist in the
development of a technology corridor along the length of the project. In 2020, City of Coral Gables was selected as
one of the 17 public agencies to be part of the inaugural STIR Labs program funded by National Science Foundation
(NSF). STIR Labs is a ground-breaking program transforming government-academic collaboration. Our City team is
part of a cohort that works closely with prestigious academic institutions
tackling research needs to address community issues surrounding AIempowered decisions/solutions, transportation, emergency management,
economic recovery, urban planning, resilience, and sustainability, among
others. Research challenges include applied AI and machine learning for
predictive analytics and other solutions to improve citizen services, and
open data platforms for decisionmakers and first responders.

Human Capital and Team Success Plan:
Our team development plan includes: i. Improving the skillset of our personnel with value-driven, customerfocused and career-oriented training; using a combination of in-house cross-training, hands-on learning,
certification paths and requirements, remote/off-site training on relevant technologies, customer service and
managerial courses, awareness campaigns, degree-seeking education, online/virtual classes, value-adding events,
book reading groups, CGIT full-team brainstorming sessions (strategic planning, process improvement, project
management, emergency management/resilience, cybersecurity, drills and test exercises), and other tools; ii.
Implementing leadership best practices to improve employee morale, engagement, and productivity. We have
incorporated all the members of our team into our innovation and process improvement programs, listening to their
ideas and giving them the opportunity to put their ideas into practice. We have encouraged our team to smartly
work together and to diligently achieve our goals, instilling a customer-centric approach on what they do,
embracing city values of ethics and excellence, and motivating them to achieve their own potential and career goals.

Team maturity - Our team members have collectively achieved a comprehensive set of qualifications, licenses
and certifications in information technology, policy, cybersecurity, engineering, business analysis, standards and
best practices, business administration, quality management, network and systems, blockchain, technical
education, office automation and other areas. Our team has also received several awards and recognition over the
past five years, including a first place nationwide in the 2018 Digital Cities Awards in the <75K population category,
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2020 Smart 50 Award in urban infrastructure, top-performing U.S. organization in the 2020 Open Cities Index,
recognition from the American Society for Quality (ASQ) and Quality Progress (QP) Magazine as one of ten top
performing teams from around the world that participated in the 2019 International Team Excellence Award
(ITEA), an ASQ ITEA Case Study Award, seven Employee of the Month awards, commendations from city leadership,
commendation from Fairchild Garden, smart city technology project recognition from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), co-chair appointment to the NIST GCTC Data Supercluster, a senior membership
award from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), senior membership from the Institute of
Industrial and Systems Engineers (IISE), Smart City World Standards Award from the IEEE, Champion City core team
membership in the Bloomberg Philanthropies U.S. challenge, named to 8 Smart Cities to Watch in 2020, named to
the list of 2020 government IT influencers, ASQ approval of CGIT six sigma black belt projects, Best Conceptual
Design Award at the University of Miami’s Smart City conference, CIO summit governing body membership, panel
membership and presenters at NIST, SCW, SCC, IISE, University of Miami (UM), Florida International University (FIU),
MIT, IEEE smart city, technology and GIS conferences and events, 5/10/15/20 staff years of service pins, among
other recognitions. Our staff has also received a substantial amount of positive feedback as well as constructive
observations and recommendations from our customers and our leaders, which are part of our inputs for continuous
improvement. Our strategic plan includes improving teamwork, productivity, and communication within I.T.
functional areas, to reach a more mature team performance level and to continually strive for excellence.

Moving Forward with Clarity of Vision:
We engage in long-run strategic planning for the next ten years and the forecasted future, with a vision of
excellence, sustainability, and innovation in technology services for the city and its constituents. We have been
planning for current, foreseen, and disrupting challenges in the dynamic urban environment of modern smart cities,
including emerging and exponential technologies, increased citizen participation; disruptors such as cloud
computing, mobile systems, big data, robotics, social networks, artificial intelligence, Blockchain and IoT; rapid
growth in service demand, digital transformation needs and required upgrades and enhancements of current
services, enterprise systems, and cyberinfrastructure.
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We continue looking inward and outward to assess our own strategies, policies, processes, and services; compare
ourselves with industry excellence benchmarks, standards, and best practices; identify gaps and opportunities for
improvement; develop and execute action plans to address our findings; and align ourselves with the city’s strategic
plans, goals, vision, mission, and core values. We work with internal and external auditors, as well as government,
industry and academia subject matter experts and professional organizations to guide us in our journey of
continuous learning and improvement. We have learned many lessons along the way, and we have promptly
corrected course and re-envisioned strategies when needed, without hesitation to challenge pre-existing processes,
disrupt antiquated or ineffective paradigms, and make necessary adjustments and undergo positive transformations
to remain agile, adaptable and on-mission. We continue enabling our organization to be digitally adaptable, agile,
flexible, and creative to navigate disruption and discontinuity during transformative times, and during
unpredictable/unknown/uncharted scenarios, including the digital acceleration and supply chain disruption
observed across sectors, markets, and industries in 2020. Despite the pandemic crisis and its big impact on
organizations and communities, the technology outlook for 2021 is, in many ways, optimist; largely by increased
digital maturity, technology adoption and digital market/trend posture correction across the board. We feel that
the crisis has made our organization more resilient, adaptable, and mature from a digital transformation standpoint.
Our bimodal strategic plan is designed to be practical, actionable, and comprehensive, and to simultaneously
achieve business continuity, business composability, and business transformation. The mantra of our plan is:
• “Keep the lights on”: business continuity, value streaming, service delivery.
• “Keep the customers happy”: listen to the voice of the customer; focus on customer service and satisfaction.
• “Keep the wheels moving”: effective and successful project and program management; continuous progress.
• Get things done: achieve strategic goals and objectives, execute successfully, learn and win fast, deliver results.
For 2020-2021, our team has adopted a list of action items from industry insight and best practices to work with
all city departments to continue improving our digital maturity and keeping the accelerated momentum in digital
transformation. This action plan includes: adapt winning strategies to anticipate consumer trends and pivot existing
cyberinfrastructure architecture, achieve the right equilibrium between digital/traditional service delivery models,
scale up by leveraging force multipliers to sustain momentum and gains in digital culture, keep accelerating citywide
digital transformation, prioritize technology investments and activities, foster agile/flexible business composability;
reorganize/redirect resources to optimize ROI, reevaluate our previous I.T. business cases and revamp digital
business capabilities; and continue building citizen services, trust and engagement for a post-pandemic smart city.
Our smart city journey has taken us to the historic year 2020, and in many ways, this journey has helped our team
prepare to confront the big challenges of the covid-19 pandemic. The obvious: our City’s pre-existing scalable cloud
environments with high capacity and productivity tools, high-speed and resilient networks, systems and
telecommunications, a mobile workforce, and other cyberinfrastructure facilitated the transition to a new normal
of telework, hyperconnectivity and virtual meetings. Besides the obvious: our smart city initiatives have also made
us more agile, adaptable, and resilient; have made us more creative, aware, sustainable, and resourceful; and have
given us amazing partnerships with innovators in academia, government, business organizations, industry and
nonprofits that helped us provide rapid and effective solutions and agile response actions to some of these
challenges. We are all in this together and we are all working together to help our communities recover.
Our CGIT team has worked together with resolution and optimism to achieve major milestones and overcome big
challenges over the past five years, and we are excited about the new endeavors, objectives, and opportunities
ahead. We look forward to continuing improving and developing our team, our leadership practices, and our
performance as a department to the highest expectations of the city and its constituents and continue working
together with our smart city ecosystem stakeholders accelerating innovation and achieving our strategic goals in
2020, 2021 and beyond, working together and in-tune with our leaders and our community.

Raimundo Rodulfo, P.E., PMP
MSEM, SMIEEE, ITIL, PCIP, CSSBB

Chief Innovation Officer / Director of Information Technology

www.CoralGables.com/IT
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2 – STRATEGIC PLAN LAYOUT
Overall Plan Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Provide a high quality of service for internal and external customers and stakeholders by pursuing a level
of excellent customer service. Improve quality of life, sustainability, resilience, and livability in our City.
Continuous improvement of citywide operations, maintenance, research and development practices
through standardization, innovation, automation, citywide lean six sigma process improvement, Baldrige
journey to quality improvements, and optimization of citywide I.T. processes and infrastructure.
Provide the right technology solutions to ongoing and new requirements and challenges from internal and
external customers and stakeholders. Bring value to the City and its constituents by leveraging technology,
imagination, and creativity to achieve the City’s vision and goals.
Save costs and cut waste in infrastructure, services, operations, energy use, carbon footprint, and
maintenance overhead.
Leverage existing and emerging innovative technologies and skillsets to increase efficiency for the entire
City, and advance Smart City programs with sustainable use of resources, innovation, citizen engagement,
excellent public safety services and smart technologies for advanced and responsive citizen services.
Build and provide adequate infrastructure resources and capacity for existing services and applications.
Provision for planned enhancements, projected growth, demand forecast and foreseeable/visionary future.
Improve and guarantee resilience, security, digital workforce capabilities, quality assurance and high
availability of services during emergency events and crises as well as during normal operations.
Guarantee compliance with federal, state, county, city and industry standards, best practices, rules, and
regulations for information management, security and public safety, sustainability and environmental
conservation, financial regulations, government controls, and any other applicable area of compliance.
Build and maintain a strong and cohesive team of I.T. professionals with high standards of responsiveness,
integrity, dedication, competency, skillset, expertise, leadership, customer service, loyalty, innovation,
accountability, collaboration, and accessibility. A successful team that is focused on learning, innovation,
smart work, and exceptional customer service in a fiscally prudent manner. Enable those on the team we
lead to reach and fulfill their own potential and goals.
Advance the I.T. Department’s Mission: “To provide the City of Coral Gables with reliable and sustainable
technical services and innovative solutions that bring value to the organization and its constituents and
enhance business processes and effectiveness for all departments” in alignment with the City’s vision of a
“World-class city with a hometown feel”, City values, mission, goals, and objectives.

Strategic Focus Areas:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainability, Resilience, Workability, and Livability. Agility and Adaptability. Innovation.
Customer satisfaction and quality of service. Citizen engagement. User experience. Inclusion, digital
accessibility, transparency, and digital equity. Strategic partnerships. Public outreach.
Business process improvements citywide. Standardization, SOPs, repeatability. Improve efficiency
benchmarking, business metrics and balanced scorecards. Effective project management, business analysis,
IT operations, ITAM. Cost efficiencies, fiscal responsibility. Revenue opportunities, economic sustainability.
Public Safety technology projects and process improvement. Smart districts development.
Enterprise Systems interoperability supported by spatial/GIS data visualization, metrics, and analytics.
Economic growth and development through smart city initiatives and innovation.
Emergency Management, Resilience and Business Continuity. Information Security.
Technical and business process assessments and gap-fit for all City departments. Strategic alignment.
Smart City roadmap. Data Science, data-driven intelligence. Mobility. Telework/Telepresence.
Building better communication channels and teamwork with all city departments. Citywide tech training.
Planning and provisioning technology infrastructure for city services and capital projects. Scalability.
Team development. Skillset. Training. Leadership. Performance Excellence.
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Strategic Programs, Projects, and Initiatives:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Smart City Roadmap (see Smart City Vision and Strategic Management Frameworks on fig. 1-11):
o 0. Industry 4.0/Quality 4.0 Smart City Vision | 1. Smart City Strategic Focus Areas Charts
o 2. Quality Engineering & Process Improvement Framework
o 3. Robust & Resilient High-Speed Network Design | 4. Smart City Engineering Framework
o 5. Interoperability Systems Engineering Model | 6. Enterprise Systems Best Practice Framework
o 7. Strategic Project Portfolio Management Framework
o 8. Smart City Strategic Partnership, Research & Collaboration Model
Citywide Enterprise Technology Projects and Initiatives:
o Strategic technology projects aligned with goals and priorities identified for each City department
(Technology Needs Assessments co-created by CGIT and the leadership of each City department).
o Citywide business process improvements and SOP Libraries.
o Enterprise systems new business capabilities and horizontal integration. Legacy ERP replacement.
o e-Permitting, land management, electronic plan review systems (EnerGov implementation).
o Fleet Management System and Asset Tracking (DriveCam, Lytx, NetworkFleet and other projects)
o Facility, ROW Asset Management and Community Recreation enterprise systems enhancements.
o Inter/Intranet Web portals upgrade. Mobile Apps enhancements. Citizen UX/engagement systems.
o Enterprise Project Management systems (ProjectManager.com, Project Tracker, O365 Project Suite).
o Enterprise GIS Platform and Geospatial Service Integration.
o ERP/EBC/EOS Training and Business Process Review (BPR). Robotic Process Automation (RPA).
Public Safety Projects and Initiatives:
o Community Intelligence Center systems, operations, applications (CrimeView, BriefCam, VMS, LPR.)
o CCTV/ALPR Project. Traffic safety systems. Physical security, alarms, access control improvements.
o Public Safety technology infrastructure upgrades. Fire EMS Upgrade. NC4. ProQA. PSAP upgrade.
o Fire and Emergency Management systems electronic processes integration and mobility.
o Fire and Police scheduling system enhancements (Kronos TeleStaff, POSS). ePCR, Telemedicine.
o Public Safety Facility Projects: New PSB, FS2 & FS3 renovations, FS-U, new 1ry & backup PSAP, PDIA.
I.T. Strategic Projects and Initiatives:
o Smart City Projects: Smart City Hub public platform, smart districts, IoT/AI/XR/Robotics use cases (pg.
18), real-time visibility and data analytics, sustainability, trolley/fleet app tracking system, digital
signage, BI, context-aware technologies, electronic signatures, ZenCity, Chatbots, Public-Input, CRM.
o Lean six sigma process improvement citywide, 100% paperless processes, citywide optimization,
streamlining and automation of manual processes. IT cost reduction and revenue opportunities.
o Cybersecurity enhancement plan. Security Awareness and Audits Program. PCI compliance.
o Research projects collaboration with NIST, UM, FIU, MIT, IEEE, IISE, Philanthropies/NPOs, STIR Labs.
I.T. Backend Cyberinfrastructure Projects and Initiatives:
o Network Infrastructure Upgrades. Fiber corridors and wireless backbone. Smart Districts.
o Systems Infrastructure upgrades and refresh: Storage systems, Databases, Office 365, Cloud
platforms/systems, disaster recovery (DR) distributed cloud, virtual servers/desktops/VDI, hyperconverged systems (HCIS) and Software-Defined Networks (SDN), API/iPaaS, storage as a service (StaaS),
computing as a service (CaaS), software as a service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
o Wireless Backbone and smart Wi-Fi Projects. Connected mobility and 5G/small-cell preparedness.
I.T. Team Development Initiatives:
o Staff development, training, and certification plan. Industry 4.0 exponential technology skill growth.
o Team building activities. Leadership initiatives. Performance excellence and benchmarking.
o Think Tank and Innovation program. CGIT Brainstorming Sessions program. Internships.
o Workspace improvement. Telework and virtual workspace technology support strategies.
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Exponential Technologies Strategic Use Cases and Stakeholders:
I.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML):
Coral Gables AI/ML End Users: Researchers, marketing and city analysts, businesses, planners, public safety
officials, first responders, traffic engineers, city officials, and all members of the smart city ecosystem.
Constituents benefit from actionable data, predictive analytics and insight generated and processed by AI/MLcapable engines with dashboard visualization in the Smart City Hub. High visibility, predictability and
automation drive efficiencies and enhance operations and effectiveness. Used for situational awareness,
urban planning, traffic, and civil engineering to design safer roads and infrastructure. Used by businesses to
design strategies (retail, service), grow sales, understand market and consumer needs.
City of Coral Gables AI/ML Use Cases:
o Computer vision, AI & ML for IoT/CPS applications. Training AIs with ML to
detect/classify/analyze/count traffic entities (bicycles, vehicles, pedestrians, curbside management,
street parking spots, etc.)
o CCTV/ALPR computer vision.
o Public sentiment analytics with off-the-shelf AI (automatically detecting patterns, sentiment, and
incidents/anomalies for public communications, citizen engagement, and safety).
o Smart Parking applied AI.
o Chatbot pilot, RPA, and other hyper-automation applications.
o Producing, sharing actionable AI analytics on the smart city hub platform: CoralGables.com/SmartCity.
o Predictive crime analytics using ML algorithms. Traffic accidents and crime prevention/reduction.
o LiDAR photonics ROW analytics. Application of Random Forests ML algorithms programmatically in
traffic engineering and LiDAR data of City roads to predict road condition, anomalies, and deterioration.
o Off-the-shelf cybersecurity AI applications (ATD behavior analytics, heuristics).
o Situational awareness and traffic analytics at our Community Intelligence Center; e.g.: using computer
vison and AI our IT analysts found a missing child in the middle of a crowded event in Miracle Mile.
o NIST/GCTC Data Supercluster co-chair collaboration; open AI frameworks, AI bias studies: SmartCity.AI
o AI and Data Science training lab collaboration with Strata.AI

II.

Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-physical Systems (CPS):
Coral Gables IoT End Users: sensor data is strategic and becomes actionable information (traffic engineers,
public safety officers, urban planners, city management, researchers, businesses, public in general). Open IoT
data aggregated in the smart city hub and private IoT data is studied by researchers, marketing and city
analysts and used by businesses, planners, public safety officials, traffic engineers, city officials and
constituents that are part of the smart city ecosystem. Constituents benefit from actionable sensor data with
dashboards visualization and statistics by hour/day/week/month. Used for urban planning and design, for
traffic and civil engineering to design better and safer roads and infrastructure. Used by businesses to design
strategies (retail, service), grow sales, understand market and consumer needs.
City of Coral Gables IoT Use Cases:
o Traffic sensors: pedestrian, vehicle, bicycle, visitors, RF, behavioral patterns, red-light, speed readers.
o Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR), CCTV camera/optical sensing, public safety smart devices.
o Smart Parking sensors (counting and predicting available/busy spots).
o Fleet Management sensors.
o Environmental sensors (waterways, air quality, noise).
o Smart Lighting controllers, smart energy sensors.
o Smart City Digital Kiosks.
o Networks and Utilities IP telemetry sensors and actuators (IP-SCADA, water systems, gas stations, HVAC
and BAS systems), Network Management Systems (NMS).
o Smart Building Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and Building Automation Systems (BAS) sensors.
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Smart Parking and Smart Mobility Use Cases:
o Smart parking mobile/web apps (Inrix/ParkMe), cloud platform: Finding parking (GIS, GPS), cost
information/comparison, real-time occupancy.
o Parking payment apps and cloud platforms (Pay by Phone, ParkEon): Pay for parking.
o T2 Parking Permit portal: Renew, manage parking permits.
o GIS parking facility management data layers. Horizontal Integration of Smart Parking Systems and Data.
o Coral Gables Mobile App and Smart City Hub public platform: aggregate all parking apps and open data.
o Automated Gateless Parking Guidance Systems, IoT and Cloud Data Platforms (in progress); smart
mobility hubs (in progress).
o Parking Sensors: Pilot in Downtown Coral Gables. City IoT platform and dashboards.
o Computer Vision and Artificial Intelligence smart parking pilot in Downtown Coral Gables, detecting and
analyzing used/occupied street parking in Miracle Mile and other streets.
o Connected gate systems: Garage occupancy data API interface on the City’s mobile app.
o ALPR (Automated License Plate Readers) in Parking Garages and Parking enforcement vehicles.
o Connected parking devices: Parkeon and other devices.
o Community Intelligence Center (CIC) aggregates all video analytics for parking locations and sensors.
Video management systems, ALPR systems, server analytics backend. Micro-mobility data hub.
o Integration of GTFS-RT transit route information of Coral Gables trolley with County and Google Maps.
Drones/UAS, Robotics, Autonomous Systems Use Cases:
o Drones/UAS use cases:
▪ Hurricane rescue recon and damage assessment (during hurricane Irma and other storms).
▪ Combined use case with crowd analysis, drones, IoT, AI/ML, autonomous routes, computer vision,
satellite communication, data analytics on public safety Incident Command Post real-time scenario.
▪ Drone delivery for rescue recon and other emergency management scenarios.
▪ With live video broadcasting; with autonomous routes; with cellular or satellite communications.
▪ Outdoor Covid-19 testing sites monitoring.
▪ Building rooftop water damage/accumulation assessment.
▪ Public safety operations.
▪ Fire accreditation, site operations/inspections.
▪ Telecom tower/antennae inspections.
▪ LiDAR GIS 3D modeling in collaboration with universities and GIS aerial photography.
▪ Video analytics.
▪ Communications / Public Affairs / CGTV drones with special cameras, dedicated for TV production
for our PEG TV channel, YouTube, social media and webcasting channels.
o Autonomous Vehicles county pilot by Ford and Argo AI.
o Smart and connected mobility pilots.
o Public Safety and Public Works robotics technologies.
III.

Spatial Computing, Digital Fabrication, Supercomputing, Quantum Computing, Blockchain Use Cases:
o GIS Innovation Lab pilots (spatial computing, virtual simulation labs, digital twin BIM/VDC/CAD and IoT
integration. digital fabrication pilot, HoloLens/Oculus/Magic-Leap XR applications)
o Mixed/augmented/virtual reality (XR) pilots.
o MIT Blockchain Executive Program. Blockchain smart city pilots/POCs (digital IDs, IoT security, advanced
security ledgers, e-Notarization). Collaboration with Blockchain innovation/entrepreneurship centers.
o 5G pilots (UM pilot, smart poles pilots)
o Digital Assistants, bots, XR, HCI and AI interactive government systems (STIR Labs cohort project)
o UM Triton supercomputer collaboration (Institute of Data Science and Computing – IDSC; smart city and
emergency management data analysis); FIU supercomputer collaboration (NSF CIC proposal)
o AWS Quantum Computing as a Service research pilot.
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Fig. 1. Coral Gables Industry 4.0/Quality 4.0 Smart City Vision
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Fig. 2. CGIT Smart City Framework Architecture: 8 interconnected strategic management frameworks
for a smart city roadmap designed from vision to planning and execution, with long-term strategic realignment/re-envisioning
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Fig. 3. Coral Gables Smart City Strategic Focus Areas Chart, high-level
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Fig. 4. Smart City Strategic Focus Areas Actionable Chart - action items, quick wins, concurrent planning, execution, results
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Fig. 5. CGIT Quality Engineering & Process Improvement Framework
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Fig. 6. Coral Gables Smart City Robust and Resilient High-Speed Network Design
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Fig. 7. Coral Gables Smart City Engineering Framework
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Fig. 8. Coral Gables Smart City Interoperability Systems Engineering Model

Fig. 9. CGIT Enterprise Systems Best Practice Framework
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Fig. 10. CGIT Strategic Project Portfolio
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Fig. 11. CGIT Strategic Project Portfolio Management Framework

Fig. 12. Coral Gables Smart City Strategic Partnership, Research & Collaboration Model
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3 – SHORT TERM GOALS
Network, Cybersecurity and Telecommunications
• Upgrade the City’s core and distribution computer network with faster, smarter, safer, and more resilient
backend cyberinfrastructure and electronics, as part of the reengineering and rebuilding of the City’s IT Primary
Datacenter / Network Headquarters – COMPLETED IN 2020
• Finish phases II, III of CCTV/ALPR project: cameras, smart lights, trailers / streets, parks, waterways –
COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• CCTV/ALPR Phase 4 (new smart lights/sensors at 8th Street, Pizarro and Lisbon, Monegro Street and Romano,
Aledo, and Cadima; new geofence site node at Granada and 8th Street; new waterway HD CCTV cameras; VMSCAD integration – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Complete Guest Wireless deployment at four public parks and other CIP locations
• Future fiber corridors: Ponce de Leon, Financial District, Arts & Culture District, Design and Innovation District,
Connection to the Underline, etc.
• Complete public Wi-Fi smart network deployment at Giralda Plz and Miracle Mile – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Improve physical security and safety at Parking Garages – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Overhaul the Voice over IP Telephony infrastructure city wide – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Decommission legacy PBX phone switches – COMPLETED IN 2017
• Implement voice/data/video collaboration platform (WebEx on-prem and cloud) – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Implement an enterprise Call Reporting System – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Phone number and IVR scalable and accessible service for emergencies (305-800-NEWS) – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Increase the transport bandwidth to 10 Gbps on Ring 1 network nodes – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Implement SIP Trunking voice circuits (replacing PRI legacy circuits)
• Security improvements for all critical servers.
• Email and Web content filters migrations/upgrades.
• e911 PSAP and voice recorder system upgrade (VoIP system integrated with the County) - COMPLETED IN 2020
• Several office relocations for PD, Development Services, Finance, and other departments
• Expand public Wi-Fi deployment in parks and Smart District area (Financial district, Arts & Culture district)
• Complete bandwidth and capacity expansion at the colocation site – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Complete Phase I & II of the backup point-to-point Wireless backbone
• New devices for Motors units. Improvements for biometric authentication – COMPLETED IN 2018
• Continue deploying encryption for sensitive data environments. Fulfill annual compliance requirements.
• Continue telecom facility enhancements. ISP circuits upgrade and diversification (HQ and Colo).
• Fiber optics network leased circuit updates citywide.
• CGTV Technology & Accessibility upgrades: Equipment, closed captions, web, TTY - COMPLETED IN 2018-19
• e-Commerce, cashiering, and points of sale upgrades – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Improve/enhance the City’s network, cybersecurity, and telecom infrastructure – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Cloud, datacenter, systems integration, servers, and client computers upgrades – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Wi-Fi networks, including Biltmore Tennis Center, Museum block, City buildings and other locations –
COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Conduct a Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance program and other audits – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Complete gap analysis/patching in year 1, 2, 3 of the PCI auditing program – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• FirstNet implementation for the Police mobile fleet – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• Biometrics and virtual appliances – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• SIP trunking telephony network upgrade; new encoders for CGTV – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• New devices for CID biometric authentication improvements – Completion ETA 12-2020
• Emergency poles at Parking Garage 6: upgrade with video intercom units to provide visual to 911 operators in
case of an emergency, and other improvements – COMPLETED IN 2019-2020
• PDIA office relocation: technology provisioning network, telecommunication services - COMPLETED IN 2020
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• Alarm System Upgrade. IT work status: Design phase and POS completed. ETA 11-01-2020
• New Public Safety Building: all building technology and communications infrastructure and services + new 911
PSAP + new IT datacenter HQ + new EOC + new 911 Communications stations + new fiber corridors. Scheduled
for completion in December 2020.
• Cybersecurity improvements - Using AI for intrusion detection, network traffic analysis, advanced threat
intelligence providing more visibility to prevent cyber-attacks.
• Police and Fire VPN upgrade - providing a more secure and enhanced environment - Completion ETA- 12-2020
• Biometric upgrade - improving multi-factor authentication (MFA) for Police and Fire - ETA 12-2020
• Technology infrastructure for the Fire Station 2 renovation (all building tech/comm infrastructure and services)
+ new 911 backup PSAP + new Trolley depot + new fiber circuits – COMPLETED in Nov. 2020.
• Technology provisioning for new Police Community Office (all technology equipment/wiring, network
connectivity and services). IT work is 97% completed.
• Technology provisioning for 427 Biltmore Way building renovation (all building tech/comm infrastructure and
services). IT work status: Currently on the design phase.
• Parking gate system upgrade citywide (backend and frontend equipment, systems, and platforms). Smart
parking systems and integration. Parking guidance systems (PG7, mobility hubs, PG1-PG4 retrofit)
• Other technology provisioning for CIP projects planned or in progress: Parking Garage 7, Mobility Hubs, Fink
Studio renovation, Fire Station 4, Granada Golf facility renovation, Passport Office entrance, Phillips Park,
Pierce Park, Lot 27 Park, City Hall Annex remodeling.
• SCADA new IP network. IT work status: Design & procurement finished. In implementation phase, ETA 12-2020.
• Smart poles pilots (Ekin, Pininfarina…). Smart city pole: 1st pilot unit started at Financial/banking district.
Improved pole version 2.0 custom-designed for Coral Gables, with ASCE 7-10 wind load requirements and
wireless point-to-point Gigabit capabilities requested by CGIT.
• New IoT data platform - ETA 12-2020.

Fig. 13. CGIT Robust and Resilient High-Speed Network Design
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Customer Support, GIS, Asset Management and Content Management
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Establish a GIS Innovation Lab in the division’s GIS office. The lab will manage R&D units addressing
geospatial computing and data science; applied AI with geospatial analytics; enriched data using Building
Information Modelling (BIM) and Virtual Design and Construction (VDC); applications of
mixed/augmented/virtual reality (MR/AR/VR/XR); applied digital twin technology of City geographic
features; and employing digital fabrication tools. The lab will operate in collaboration with government,
industry, and academia, facilitating university internship programs.
GIS Hubs: continue building collaboration and data platforms for City departments and divisions: Planning,
Zoning, Code Enforcement, Public Works, Emergency Management, IT, and other functions and operations
in the organization.
GIS coordination of the IT Horizontal Integration strategic action plan: manage and apply best practices that
use and support Smart City Digital Exchange standards for data catalogs, data producer assets, data
enrichment methodologies, data consumption access protocols, and metadata maintenance. Establish
governance and policy standards that supports a GIS System of Record that reflects and curates existing and
future City data assets through a rigorous and practiced ETL regime resourcing all data streams available
under City operations.
GIS Clouds: existing cloud and portal GIS services to be expanded using best practice and industry standard
cloud providers to extend GIS and systems of record capability. Public portals are to be moved to cloud
service platforms with integrated resources that can continually operate AI and ML tools and inform useful
and purposeful data enrichment.
Expand Enterprise GIS data services to all departments in support of spatial data management. Manage
and expand the GIS desktop environment for the Planning division of Development Services and the Public
Works Engineering and Sustainability divisions. Expanding the desktop deployment to key departments:
Economic Development, City Clerk, and others. Continually provide focused, individual training and
orientation in the use of desktop GIS applications and enterprise data resources.
Enterprise GIS will continually develop data and web applications that enable and support a mobile
workforce. Enabled mobile workforce efficiencies will reduce drive times, improve workforce operations
routing; improve end-customer service; enhance business and citizen experiences; and enable clear, visual
references of City operations and services for stakeholders.
Enterprise GIS to continually develop and deploy information tools using analysis, dashboards, and
visualizations that support spatial awareness, insights, actionable information, and decision-making
capabilities.
Continually develop and implement community outreach platforms around City projects and initiatives
using our Smart City Hub initiative capability that provides citizen-centric collaborative initiatives to
inform, solicit feedback, plan events, and cooperate to address issues of social importance, civic
engagement, service delivery, and neighborhood improvement.
Water sensors GIS/data aggregation and analytics for Sea Level Rise (SLR) analysis and flood monitoring.
Working with local universities to pull and display water sensor data as meaningful information and apply
artificial intelligence and machine learning to enrich the data for public consumption. Develop, test, and
deploy mini sensors around the City to detect ponding and flooding on normally dry land due to seasonal
and unusual rain events: apply comparable AI and ML tools to the findings.
Provide continual, on-demand customer support throughout the City’s business units and operational
periods. Provide and coordinate a resourceful and informed Help Desk operation and Community
Intelligence Center technical support operation that can manage inbound calls and effectively resolve
requests for service and successfully address issues, problems, data/video analysis needs, and service
affecting events. Customer satisfaction is first and foremost.
Improve warehousing of IT stores and equipment and IT Asset Management (ITAM) using automated
tracking and sensing of valuable and consumable IT items by using RFID and IIoT capability that can
support chain of custody deployment and use, and interoperability with the IT work order ticketing system
and other enterprise systems (e.g.: core financial, fixed assets, inventory.)
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Customer Support and Systems divisions staff also work with the I.T. Director on the following projects:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Design and implementation of the city website and CMS (Fig. 14), in coordination with the Office of
Communication and collaboration from all departments. The new site aligns with digital government
initiatives, city branding/marketing strategies, a citizen-centric approach that improves citizen experience
(UX) with metrics to drive success, human-centered responsive design principles, analytics, crowdsourcing,
and design responsive to devices and platforms in the market. – COMPLETED IN 2018
City’s mobile app redesign to add functionalities and improve performance, responsiveness, usability,
accessibility, ergonomics, and integration with other apps and platforms (Fig. 14) – COMPLETED IN 2018
New Smart City Hub public platform, an open data and collaboration platform delivering transparency,
value creation; open data and analytics; actionable information, efficiencies; citizen engagement, mobility,
accessibility; crowdsourcing; inclusion and collaboration (Fig. 15) – COMPLETED IN 2018
Citizen engagement portals, electronic forms, online surveys, Covid-19 information and Covid-19 testing
registration portals, business technology online forms and electronic surveys, citizen participation and data
analytics dashboards, event registration forms, and other digital communication and participation tools.
Citywide Lean Six Sigma Process Improvement projects and training (multiple work sessions, improvement
projects, six sigma certifications and process improvements completed in 2017, 2018, and 2019)
Coral Gables Smart City Solutions Competition “Design your Coral Gables”, in collaboration with UM –
COMPLETED IN 2019

Fig. 14. City Website and City Mobile App

Fig. 15. Smart City Hub Public Platform
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Applications
The I.T. Application Division is focused on new goals to improve and enhance the current portfolio of applications
with off-the-shelf and homegrown systems to improve and expand digital services for constituents and employees.
COMPLETED IN 2017 (Phase I) and 2020 (Phase II): The implementation of a new Facility Management and ROW
Asset Management system was completed in 2017 (Phase I modules) and 2019-2020 (Phase II modules). A team
from different departments was assembled to facilitate, assist, and oversee the completion of this project. The
Facility/Asset Management application effectively manages the buildings, grounds, and structures that house city
operations. Provides the ability to create facility maintenance schedules, implement recurring maintenance tasks,
gauge facility and asset performance, and proactively plan for upgrades and repairs. It decreases the waste time
associated with reactive maintenance and inefficient processes by enabling workflow efficiencies for facilities. It
builds sustainable facility operations by moving away from paper record-keeping and data silos and allowing staff
to conduct mobile operations using wireless tablets and smartphones. Phase II Module Additions in 2019-2020:
Right-of-Way (ROW), LiDAR CycloMedia 360 asset inventory (300 miles of City roads inventory); Waterway,
Sanitation, Landscaping, Trees, Utilities, Parks, Parking facility and ROW asset management.

Fig. 16. New Facility Management System

Fig. 17. Facility and Asset Management system predictive analytics capabilities

COMPLETED IN 2017: The implementation of a new Community Recreation system was one of the main goals
and achievements for 2017. The software is designed and developed specifically for municipal and county
government recreation and parks departments, golf courses, park districts, and park maintenance operations. The
applications contain complete financial accounting and point-of-sale capabilities, as well as integration with a full
range of point-of-sale hardware products and complementary software products. Provides staff and customers
with real-time internet access to the application for self-service inquiries and transaction processing, such as online
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registrations, online membership, online membership renewals, and online facility registrations. It offers customers
easy and convenient Internet access to our Community Recreations services - 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.

Fig. 18. New Community Recreation system console

Fig. 19. New Parks and Recreation system features and dashboards

COMPLETED IN 2019-2020: Development of several homegrown systems and applications, including a Lobbyist
Registration System and a Commission Meeting Speaker Registration System for the City Clerk’s Office, a Special
Taxing District payment portal for Finance, GIS hubs for Development Services and Public Works; Covid-19 data
portals for first responders, emergency managers and Covid-19 testing site registration and vaccination information;
multiple GIS apps for various departments, Census 2020, Right-of-way, and other applications.
Citywide business process improvement and SOP libraries. Implementation of an application to manage
Standard Operating Procedures content. Central location, single, secure, online location for the organization,
management, and distribution of the most important documents—accessed anytime, from anywhere. Provide the
ability to quickly see and understand the complete history of the documents—from creation to publication and
everything in between. Always know when, and by whom, it was reviewed, revised, approved, and signed. Workflow
and ability to collaborate on documents and gather feedback and approvals.
Implementation and training of an Enterprise Project Management system and best practices. This application
provides project planning, scheduling, resource allocation and change management. It allows project managers
(PMs), stakeholders and users to control costs and manage budgeting, quality, risk, scheduling, stakeholders,
documentation and may also be used as an administration system. Project management software is also used for
collaboration and communication between project stakeholders. Our goal is to also provide training citywide on
project management best practices as per the Project Management Institute (PMI) book of knowledge (PMBOK).
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Development of homegrown applications such as the new Coral Gables Traffix mobile app (COMPLETED in 2017),
which allows the citizens to report chronic traffic issues such as speeding, illegal parking, and blocking the box (Fig.
20.) In addition, we are working with Code for Miami, Cambridge Innovation Center, The Lab Miami, Smart City
incubators, Business accelerators, University of Miami IDSC, Hackathons, Florida International University, WVU, STIR
Labs and other organizations in joint projects developing code and applications to enhance the City’s app store,
smart city hub public platform, and other City systems. Some of the focus areas of new applications include:
•
•
•

•
•

Historic, Culture and Arts mobile applications. Leverage Augmented/Mixed/Virtual Reality (AR/MR/VR)
technologies to create immersive tours and visitor experience.
Integration with traffic systems and open-source APIs from applications such as Waze and Google Maps.
Leverage industry open source and open data capabilities to bring value for public safety and fleet
management operations.
Develop widgets and embedded apps integrated with the smart city hub platform connecting to open
data and open-source APIs for automated vehicles, electric vehicles, Internet of Things (e.g.: Thingful.net),
Federal, State and County data, Multiple Listing and Property Appraiser, lien databases, weather services,
government news, articles, and knowledge base databases (e.g.: RSS feeds, FAQs), and other sources.
Develop and integrate data layers and correlation analytics from multiple sources that add more value
and intelligence to the crime analysis systems (CrimeView, ArcGIS, Tableau, PowerBI, etc.), including: Fire
RMS and EMS data, demographic and census data, property data, traffic data, and CCTV and LPR overlay.
Chatbots, AI and ML algorithms to add functionality, interaction and automation to CRM and City app UX.

Fig. 20. Coral Gables Traffix Mobile App

COMPLETED IN 2019-2020: Implement several applications and electronic processes, including: i. DocuSign
contract and HR electronic/paperless processes; ii. Landscaping division and Community Recreation department
asset management system (Cartegraph) implementation; iii. Assist the Historical Resources & Cultural Arts
department implementing a new software platform (Submittable) to manage cultural grant applications; iv. Working
with the Fire Department, complete the implementation of the new Fire Record Management and Emergency
Management System (ESO RMS/EMS), an interface to the CAD system, and a new Fire Hydrant system module; v.
Citywide roll out of multiple digital collaboration tools such as Office 365 SharePoint cloud, Teams, OneDrive, WebEx
cloud, Jabber and Zoom.
Complete the implementation of the Kronos TeleStaff Firefighter scheduling system for the Fire Department –
COMPLETED IN 2018. This system provides a better way to manage public safety schedules and communications
with fairer and more accurate personnel scheduling; automatic, rules-based assignment of overtime; integrated
communication; and better emergency response. In a second phase, the Applications Division will also implement
a citywide Timeclock System which will replace all legacy timeclock devices currently installed at various City
departments (Public Works, Parks & Recreation, etc.)
Implementation of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning cloud-based data analytics platforms, Robotic
Process Automation, and Chatbots to integrate with citizen engagement and customer connect systems, and with
public open data sources that bring automation, actionable information and business intelligence for economic
development, marketing, customer service, strategic planning/management, public safety, and communications.
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Fig. 21. L: New Coral Gables Public Sentiment Analytics AI & ML Data Dashboard. R: Chatbots pilot program

Implementation of Electronic Plan Review Stations. As part of the implementation of the new Electronic
Permitting Enterprise System, several electronic plan review stations are being installed in different City
departments. The stations have large format digital tables and engineering software to allow paperless plan review
process, collaboration and workflow efficiency, and digital annotation with markup tool (started in 2018, 3 stations
completed, several more in progress).

Fig. 22. New Electronic Plan Review Stations

COMPLETED in 2019: Implementation of the Waze Connected Citizens Program (CCP) data interface and
development of real-time traffic and situational awareness dashboards for first responders, traffic engineers, urban
planners, and field mobile workforce.

Fig. 23. New Coral Gables Situational Awareness Dashboard and Waze CCP Data Dashboard

Development of data dashboards for City departments to provide business intelligence, analytics and actionable
information to City management and staff, as well as public BI transparency dashboards integrated with GIS and
with the Smart City Hub platform.
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Systems
Systems Infrastructure upgrades: Update and replace aging server and storage hardware as part of capital
hardware refresh cycle. The systems division implemented new technologies such as hyper-converged
infrastructures (HCIS) and Software-Defined Networks (SDN) to provide enhanced performance improvements
across the systems infrastructure stack, which includes servers and storage. This technology provides I.T. the ability
to quickly provision the infrastructure and grow that infrastructure incrementally, on a per-node basis, as the
demand for resources increases. HCIS provide rapid time to deployment, scale-out architecture, with ease of
management that can free IT staff to manage other workload demands. Hyper-convergence enables greater
application/workload mobility providing CGIT flexibility to host data between our primary site (PS), colocation (DR)
and other cloud providers for complete data protection and high availability. As part of these upgrades, Single Signon was implemented for better integration and security management between interoperable systems and
applications, and citywide multi-function printers and imaging equipment were upgraded. – COMPLETED IN 2019

Fig. 24. Illustration of datacenter with hyper-converged infrastructures (HCIS) & Software-Defined Networks (SDN) clouds

As part of this goal the systems division is reducing our current datacenter footprint resulting in lower costs for
power, cooling, rack space and other operational costs. Additionally, these solutions provide us flexibility and
scalability for future growth, while still maintaining a relatively small footprint. Another big benefit in migrating to
these new technologies is that they deliver predictable performance, scalability, and costs. By standardizing
hardware with this upgrade I.T. can better plan and budget accordingly for future growth. In addition, Virtual
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) will continue to be implemented for training rooms, classrooms, and labs. VDI images
are being built, classified, and standardized based on user roles and business operation scenarios.
DR Cloud Service and Cloud Storage: Implement a disaster recovery and storage cloud solution to enhance the
City’s ability to maintain high availability during emergency and scheduled maintenance events. In addition to data
protection, instituting a cloud solution alternative provides I.T. the ability to offer improved service delivery by
allowing mobile employees to access resources from anywhere resulting in quicker turnaround times for citizens.
This goal is a multiple phase approach. Phase one is to begin hosting critical application workloads in a cloud
provider for application data protection and high availability. Phase two will be to integrate cloud storage to host
data backups, as well as offloading potential archived data such as files not in use after a set amount of time, i.e.: 1
year, 3 years, or 5 years. This will help reduce the on-premises storage needs and cost associated with maintaining
aged and infrequently used data.

Fig. 25. Intercloud data replication
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New citizen engagement system (PublicInput) implementation, and integration with ZenCity and ChatBot AI. Also,
in 2020, started a new project to replace the City’s current website and Content Management System (CMS) with a
new Digital Experience Platform (DXP) with advanced, interactive, mobile/responsive, and exponential AI features.
Office 365 – COMPLETED IN 2019: The Systems Division developed and started executing in 2017 a comprehensive
plan to migrate staff to the Office 365 cloud for email and office products. This ties in with the overall goals of
considering evergreen cloud providers to offset operational costs due to hardware and maintenance of equipment
on premise and increasing resilience and scalability of services. Once the plan was completed, a phased migration
approach was taken to begin moving users to the cloud. I.T. has implemented hundreds of full O365 licenses to all
City departments, and kiosk licenses for employees who do not have dedicated workstations and do not have a
need for full office installation, i.e.: Public Works sanitation staff, and city mobile work force. Microsoft Office 365
provides web-enabled access to email, important documents, contacts, and calendar on almost any device—
including PCs, Macintosh computers, iPhones, and Android smartphone devices. It frees staff to work where and
when they need, letting them respond to important requests right away, from almost any location. With the ability
to access email and documents from their mobile device, staff do not rely on risky or difficult-to-find Wi-Fi hot spots.
And if they are traveling without access to Microsoft Office, Office 365 helps them view and edit documents from
the most popular web browsers on PCs and Macintosh computers. With Office 365, users can create a passwordprotected portal to share large, hard-to-email files both inside and outside of the organization, giving them a single
location to find the latest versions of files or documents, no matter how many people are working on them. They
can send instant messages to colleagues and customers and invite them to participate in online meetings where
they can review documents or take control of a desktop, and they can collaborate using SharePoint in the cloud.

Fig. 26. Office 365 web-based user console with access to productivity applications in the cloud.

Data Governance, Electronic Document Management, Workflows, and e-Signatures: Working with City Clerk’s
Office, Finance, HR and citywide staff implementing data governance best practices, a new EDM/CMS, and DocuSign
to automate all legacy paper and inefficient manual processes, such as contract management, OT and forms.
Centralized Reporting and Business Intelligence: With the increased demand to provide reporting, data analytics,
and business intelligence (BI) a central reporting solution is being implemented. This solution will tie in with
previously mentioned goals such as Office 365 and cloud service, leveraging a mix of on premise and cloud reporting
technologies providing for easier data access from within the network as well as remotely. BI provides staff,
including senior management, target-rich data with actionable intelligence assisting them in making key decisions
for the City. Business Intelligence tools provided a unified view of operations for managers to identify opportunities
for growth and efficiencies. A strong central reporting and business intelligence solution also empowers end-users
to create self-service business intelligent reports and dashboard with only the data that is important to them.
Advanced self-service capabilities enable users to create visualizations that are much more complex (e.g.: trends,
forecasting and complex calculations), diverse (e.g.: geo-spatial visualizations, funnels, and heat maps) and
interactive (e.g.: support for real-time streaming data, custom filtering, and user-defined drill down layers). These
tools combined allow the city to provide dashboards and other data to citizens for increased transparency.
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Fig. 27: Example of Centralized Data Reporting visualization / Centralized Reporting and BI systems architecture

Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, smart lights, and CPS platforms: Working with the Network Division, the Systems
team has implemented IoT sensors and smart lights in the City’s Downtown Smart District and other areas. In 2017,
pedestrian counter IoT sensors were deployed on Giralda Plz, and an IoT public platform with dashboards went live
on the City’s website. In 2018, the live IoT dashboards were embedded on the new Smart City hub platform, and
now provide pedestrian/vehicle traffic statistics to the public and City staff, bringing value for businesses, economic
development, traffic engineering, public safety, academic research, and other uses. In addition, a new public Wi-Fi
smart network was deployed on Giralda Plz and Miracle Mile, providing free Internet access and people sensors and
analytics (passersby, visitors and connected users’ real-time data.) These sensors augment the data collected from
the IoT sensors on Giralda Plz, as well as the ones installed on Miracle Mile starting in 2019. Sensor data from Miracle
Mile provide real-time vehicle and pedestrian traffic, smart parking functionalities, and environmental data (CO,
CO2, pollutants PPM, temperature/pressure, noise dBs) as well. To aggregate IoT data and functionalities in the
cloud, the Systems division is implementing a robust smart city IoT platform. Smart vehicles (fleet management
systems) and robotics (drones for public safety and CGTV) IoT will be added to the platform as well. In 2019 the
Systems team, working with the Public Works department installed 50 smart light controllers along Miracle Mile.
These new lighting controllers provide key stakeholders in the city the ability to remotely monitor and manage the
health of the city’s streetlight assets to save on energy and maintenance costs. Features include GPS, revenue grade
energy metering, extended surge protection, exceptional fault tolerance through self-organizing, self-healing
wireless technologies, and extensive fault monitoring to report on day burners, burnouts, ballast failures and more.

Fig. 28: Quantela Atlantis smart city IoT platform / Eco-counters IoT platform

Fig. 29: Smart lights / traffic and parking sensors / Environmental sensors
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The city has also begun using drone units to support several City initiatives. This includes aerial support of various
City Departments. Some examples include aerial assessments of standing water on rooftops, water flow blockages
and graffiti localization for remediation and cleanup. Due to the ongoing COVID pandemic, the 2020 Fire
Department Accreditation process was fully virtual. The City Drone was used to survey infrastructure, waterways,
Right of Way, and telecommunications towers for offsite auditors to verify requirements for Accreditation. Images
taken of the COVID testing site were also used for logistical planning events in support of PD and Fire. 2020 was
also the first time the drones were used to relay information in real time to the EOC. The unit was configured to use
an RTMP server to stream video to the CIC during a public event. Computer vision coupled with AI / ML were used
to provide a detailed debrief and engineering analysis summarizing the volume of people present during the event
and associated traffic behavioral patterns.
Drone Delivery tests were also performed to validate load capacity and controlled decent of items utilizing
parachute hardware. Real world applications will include delivery of handheld radios for two-way communication,
medicine drops, SWAT and Hostage negotiation equipment, inflatable personal floatation devices and other small
deliverables. The systems group has also begun working alongside the GIS division to create predetermined,
autonomous flight paths in order to provide comparable before and after video and photography catalogs of certain
City areas to be used as a damage assessment tool.

Fig. 30: Smart City drone use cases

L-R: Assistant IT Director Nelson Gonzalez | IT Customer Support & GIS Manager Mark Hebert | IT Network Manager Gisela Rodriguez
CIO / IT Director Raimundo Rodulfo | IT Applications Manager Lemay Ramos | IT Systems Manager Ayanes Apolinar
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4 – LONG TERM GOALS
- ERP/EOS/EBC Enterprise Systems and horizontal integration. CGIT conducted a research study on Enterprise
Systems, with the findings of nationwide research and recommendations by subject matter experts from industry,
government, science, and academia, on government enterprise systems and horizontal integration within the
organization’s functional areas. The goal was to provide substantial information, analysis, and expertise to help the
city review the best available options and make an informed and sound decision during the evaluation process of a
new post-modern Enterprise Resource Planning and Operations system (ERP/EOS) and Enterprise Business
Capabilities (EBC) suite that fits the organization’s functional requirements, budget planning, and culture of
exceptional customer service. This study was presented to the city’s leadership and all city departments in 2017,
and an executive steering team and working groups were formed. Our strategies in ERP/EOS/EBC include areas such
as core financial (planning and evaluation phase completed), e-Permitting (implementation 80% finished) and
Electronic Plan Review (implementation 90% finished), Community Recreation operations (COMPLETED in 2017),
Facility and ROW Asset Management (COMPLETED in 2017, new components completed in 2018-2020), and other
areas of the organization. This core ERP/EOS/EBC project will have major project components over multiple years:
•

•

•

Replace the City’s legacy core financial and HR ERP with a new post-modern ERP/EOS/EBC system with
service-oriented architecture, robotic process automation, data-driven and customer-centric functions, and
horizontal integration with the organization’s functional areas. A multi-year citywide project. Planning and
Evaluation phase completed, moving to implementation phases.
Replace the City’s legacy permitting and licensing system with the new land management EnerGov system.
Implement an electronic plan review process, and horizontal integration with the new ERP. This system will
provide a comprehensive civic services solution for planning, permitting, and licensing to asset management
and citizen requests, with a platform that uses GIS to automate and connect critical processes, horizontally
integrate city functions, streamline workflows, improve communication, and increase productivity from
desk to field. Implementation started, assessment and configuration completed, moving to training and
testing phases to go live in April 2021. Additionally, kicked-off the implementation of the Gridics CodeHub
and ZoneIQ Planning and Zoning 3D spatial platforms.
Conduct full business process reviews (BPR) and lean six sigma core process improvement and streamline
of all areas impacted by the new systems, prior to implementation and repeat afterward. Engage dedicated
project managers to oversee implementation of the new systems in accordance with the results of the BPR.

Fig. 31. History and evolution of the City’s ERP enterprise systems, with the new, next generation ERP/EOS/EBC SOA
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Smart City Horizontal Integration Systems Architecture: Fig. 8 on pg. 27 shows the Coral Gables Smart City
Interoperability Systems Engineering Model with a high-level design topology and architecture, which is GIS and
data centric. In this design, a centralized City dashboard provides City leaders and staff comprehensive and robust
visibility over enterprise functions. The design includes key City metrics and performance indicators by location and
by discipline, as well as the ability to retrieve GIS-based, location-aware, real-time information and metadata from
multiple, diverse sources connected to the data marketplace through a central data bus. Data governance rules
and access control mechanisms are built into the system for security, privacy, and compliance.
A public component of the City Dashboard includes the Smart City Hub public platform and all its digital services
and applications. Advanced data analytics are built into this architecture and are enhanced with Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning capabilities to produce better business intelligence reports and actionable
information for operations, optimization, and decision-making purposes. 75% of this system’s architecture and
capabilities has already been built and is currently in production. The remaining 25% is under construction as part
of the ongoing enterprise system projects and other I.T. strategic plan projects (Fig. 10-11 on pg. 28-29).
Baldrige Journey I.T. Strategic Action Plans:
- Action Plan 4.3.1 – Citywide Process Improvement & Training - COMPLETED IN FY 2019
Strategic plan alignment (Supports which Objectives and Goals):
• Goal 1 - Provide exceptional service that meets or exceeds the requirements and expectations of our
community.
o Obj. 1.1 - Attain world-class performance levels in overall community satisfaction with City services by 2019.
• Goal 2 - To be the organization of choice by attracting, training, and retaining a competent and cohesive
workforce.
o Obj. 2.1 - Ensure sufficient workforce capacity & capability to deliver higher quality results by 2019.
o Obj. 2.2 - Attain world-class levels of performance in workforce satisfaction & engagement by 2019.
o Obj. 2.3 - Develop & implement a comprehensive staff development program by 2019 to ensure appropriate
workforce training, opportunities, & leadership skills.
• Goal 4 - Optimize City processes and operations to provide cost-effective services that efficiently utilize City
resources.
o Obj. 4.3 - Provide training on process improvement / performance excellence methodologies to all
employees by 2019.
- Action Plan 4.1-1 – Citywide Horizontal Integration of Enterprise Systems and Dashboards - WIP
Strategic plan alignment:
• Goal 4.1 - Optimize City processes and operations to provide cost-effective services that efficiently utilize City
resources.
o Obj. 4.1-1 - Enhance the effectiveness of key City processes.
- Action Plan 4.2-1 – Enterprise Standard Operating Procedure Library & System - WIP
Strategic plan alignment:
• Goal 4 - Optimize City processes and operations to provide cost-effective services that efficiently utilize City
resources.
o Obj. 4.2 - Increase the efficiency of key resource utilization processes.
• Goal 2 - To be the organization of choice by attracting, training, and retaining a competent and cohesive
workforce.
o Obj. 2.1 - Ensure sufficient workforce capacity and capability to deliver higher quality results.
- Action Plan 6.1-1 – Maintain Enterprise Systems Uptime Rate of 99.9% SLA - WIP
Strategic plan alignment:
• Goal 6 - Goal: Provide exceptional services that enhance local and global environmental quality, enrich our
local economy, and strengthen the health and well-being of residents, businesses, and visitors.
o Obj. 6.1 - Increase the resiliency of the city.
▪ 6.1-1 Maintain information technology systems uptime rate of 99.9%
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-

Complete all phases I-IV of the CCTV/ALPR Project and transition it to an operations and improvement cycle.

-

Next generation website/portals, city mobile apps, reverse 911 communication, and CRM with advanced
UX, AI chatbots/digital assistants, natural language, feature-rich enhanced citizen services and experience.

-

Achieve Smart City milestones in sustainability, resilience, and livability; and world-class status with smart
processes, high efficiencies and automation in transportation, public safety, energy/water/environmental
resources, technology, finance, economic development and citizen services. Improvements in customer
service and quality of life metrics and benchmarks.

-

City Centennial smart city hub, digital twin City, and augmented reality projects, in cooperation with
Community Recreation, Historical Resources & Cultural Arts, U of Miami and civic coder organizations.

-

Long term goals (10 years) for the Sustainability projects, in energy consumption reduction, 100% paperless
processes, green/smart energy, green datacenter, 100% achievement of energy efficient and low carbon
footprint infrastructure benchmarks.

-

Completion of technology provisioning for public safety and other city facility construction projects: New
Public Safety Building (95% COMPLETED), Fire Stations 2 and 3 renovations (COMPLETED), new PSAP and
Backup 911 PSAP centers (COMPLETED), new Salzedo St. fiber corridor (COMPLETED), new/rebuilt 2020
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) (COMPLETED), new server room and network core HQ (COMPLETED),
new/rebuilt 2020 Community Intelligence Center (COMPLETED), new Trolley Depot (COMPLETED), new 427
building remodeling, new FS-UM station (COMPLETED).

-

New fiber corridors: Ponce de Leon, Alhambra financial district, Underline connection; new smart city poles

-

Phase 1, 2, and 3 of the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) IoT/CPS smart building project:
o Phase I – i. Anemometers (wind profile); ii. Infrared thermography (IRT - moisture in the roofing
substrate); iii. Building Automation System (BAS – in-building environmental variables: humidity,
temperature, energy/water consumption and efficiency); iv. Horizontal integration and real-time
visualization and analytics (Quantela, GIS/BIM, NIST/IEEE/Carnegie-Mellon SHM physics, engineering
and computational models) – 2020-2021
o Phase II – Servo-velocimeters and Servo-accelerometers (wind-induced vibration and structure
frequency and resonance) - 2022
o Phase III – Stress and Structural integrity optical/OTDR analysis (concrete quality, corrosion, etc.) - 2023

Fig. 32. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) IoT/CPS cyberinfrastructure topology plan in the new Public Safety Building
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5 – R&D AND FUTURE VISION PLAN
Research and Development Projects and Initiatives:
R&D Labs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coral Gables Smart City Lab
Coral Gables GIS Innovation Lab
Coral Gables & UM Smart City Business Technology Demo Lab
Coral Gables & UM 5G, IoT and XR Media Demo Labs
Coral Gables & UM SimLab Smart Energy Lab, NSF Civic Innovation Challenge & MetroLab Network
City Innovate STIR Labs Coral Gables Challenge
NIST GCTC Data Supercluster Use Case Proofs Lab
Coral Gables & FIU CEC Cyberinfrastructure and Resilience Data Hub Lab, NSF Civic Innovation, MetroLab
Coral Gables & Strata Artificial Intelligence and Data Science Training Lab

CGIT R&D Collaboration on STEM Challenges and Proposals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Innovate, STIR Labs / 2020 STIR Labs Cohort Challenge / CGIT Research challenge: “Improve
accessibility and confidence for smart city hub users” / Link - WIP
FIU College of Engineering and Computing / Co-PI researcher / Abstract Title: CIVIC Data Platform for
Resilient Futures: Accelerating Data-Driven Science, Policy Making and Community Solutions - WIP
UM College of Engineering & SimLab / Co-PI researcher / Abstract Title: Hurricane Resilient Microgrid
Energy System (HERMES): City of Coral Gables - WIP
NIST GCTC smart city coalition & Silicon Valley municipalities and tech non-profits / First-Adopter,
Practitioner / Abstract Title: Collaborative Research: Adaptable Resilience Ecosystem (ARE) - WIP
FIU College of Engineering and Computing / Team Member / Abstract Title: Cyberinfrastructure for
Monitoring Urban Microbiomes (CyberMUM) - WIP
FIU College of Engineering and Computing / Team Collaborator, First-Adopter / Abstract Title: Advanced
Cyber Infrastructure Training in Policy Informatics / Link - COMPLETED in 2020

CGIT R&D Collaboration on Standards and Blueprints:
•

•
•
•
•
•

ISO/IEC/IEEE 23026. International Standard 23026 for Systems and software engineering - Engineering and
management of websites for systems, software, and services information / Workgroup Lead /
Links: ISO / IEC / IEEE - COMPLETED in 2016
IEEE 1680.4. International Standard for Environmental Leadership and Corporate Social Responsibility
Assessment of Servers / Workgroup Member / Link - COMPLETED in 2018
IEEE P2784. Guide for the Technology and Process Framework for Planning a Smart City / Workgroup
Member / Link - WIP
NIST Smart Cities and Communities Framework (SCCF). Link - WIP
NIST GCTC CPAC Covid-19 Resource Kit for municipalities. Link - COMPLETED in 2020
Technical Books: “VMware Horizon 6 Desktop Virtualization Solutions” (2014), “Mastering VMware
Horizon” (2015) - COMPLETED

Published Original Research Papers and Articles (authored or co-authored by CGIT staff)
•
•
•

2020. Smart City Case Study: City of Coral Gables Leverages the Internet of Things to Improve Quality of Life.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Internet of Things Magazine. Link
2020. Smart City Case Study: City of Coral Gables COVID-19 CPS/IOT Data Analysis. National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) GCTC CPAC and IEEE. Link
2020. Email Phishing Attacks to Local Municipalities on the Rise during the Covid-19 Pandemic. NIST GCTC
CPAC. Link
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2020. Smart Cities to Become Mainstream. CIO Review Magazine. Link
2020. Coral Gables Smart City Engineering Framework and Systems Integration Model. Institute of Industrial
and Systems Engineers (IISE). Under peer review.
2020. Smart City Technology Strategies for Water Management. OneWater Academy. Link
2020. Dealing with COVID-19: How Coral Gables, FL is Using IoT and Data Analytics to Respond. American
Society for Public Administration (ASPA) and Florida International University (FIU). Link.
2019. The Role of Land Use and Walkability in Predicting Crime Patterns: A Spatiotemporal Analysis of
Miami‑Dade County Neighborhoods, 2007–2015. University of Miami (UM). Link
2019. Smart City Hub Meets the Needs of Modern Citizens. ESRI ArcNews GIS Magazine. Link
2019. Every Smart City Project is a Strategic Project. Gov CIO Outlook Magazine. Link
2019. City of Coral Gables IT Department Quality Engineering Framework Case Study. American Society for
Quality (ASQ). Links: Paper Abstract / Quality Engineering Framework
2018. Connected through a Disaster. IEEE Standards University. Link
2018. Continuous Improvement in Municipal Information Technology Department. IISE and FIU. Link
2018. Coral Gables, a Smart City Journey. American Planning Association (APA) Technology Journal. Link
2017. Spatial Patterns of Larceny and Aggravated Assault in Miami–Dade County, 2007–2015. UM. Link
2016. Coral Gables Smart City IT Strategic Plan. NIST GCTC, GovTech, GovCIO. Link
2015. Glossary of Smart Cities and Urban Computing Terms. Link

Future Vision and Planning Focus Areas:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Smart Regions collaborative programs (inter-agency fiber corridors, civic innovation programs, data sharing
and collaboration hubs, digital service platforms, technical service portfolio hubs, civic coders shared
workspaces, challenges and hackathons, resource pools, economy of scale opportunities, resilience
collaboration network…)
Smart Curbside Management, Mobility as a Service (MaaS) pilots
Smart Mobility Hubs
Smart Water programs
Expansion of smart, ubiquitous broadband networks – digital inclusion programs
Smart Meters, Smart Tariff, Smart Energy, Smart Grid and Load shaping, Renewables/Solar/Wind use cases
Intersection of Art and Technology (interactive public spaces, interactive art, tech-art…)
Expansion of telehealth/telemedicine, telepresence, telework, virtual workspaces
Expansion of real-time citywide sensor monitoring and automated alert systems
Autonomous Vehicles and Connected Mobility (expand current pilot by Ford and Argo AI)
Innovation and Design District (collaboration with Economic Development and strategic partners).
Co-work/Co-innovation spaces, thinktanks, incubators. Digital workforce skill program: AI, IoT, blockchain.
Business Corporate forum; multinationals, consular corps, retail technology marketing and innovation
strategy. Coral Gables innovation and technology expo. Business accelerators.
Expansion of digital assistants, conversational bots, natural language, XR, HCI, AI interactive gov’t systems,
haptics, spatial computing, BMI, virtual simulation labs, digital twin BIM/VDC/CAD and IoT integration
Urban Robotics (expand drones, UAS and other autonomous systems use cases and pilots)
5G+ applications
LiDAR photonics and computer vision – expansion of AI/ML applications
Smart pole industrial design and branding
Nanotechnology applications (EMR/EMF, sensing)
Aerospace R&D collaboration (NASA, SpaceX, ISS, P3’s…), CubeSats experiments (urban and environmental,
telecommunications, education, STEM)
Expand Singularity University collaborations (exponential cities/organizations/technologies, urban digital
trends, abundance, futurology, computational neuroscience, tech intersections)
Quantum computing cloud applications
Blockchain smart city applications: digital ID, privacy, cyber-trust, cybersecurity, e-notarization, supply chain
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6 – SWOT ANALYSIS
• Strengths: CGIT maturity, teamwork, commitment, professionalism, customer service, ownership, agility,
adaptability, resilience, work ethics, creativity, reliability, productivity, enthusiasm, good morale, and
resourcefulness demonstrated in daily operations as well as crises and emergencies such as the Covid-19
pandemic and multiple hurricanes/storms that have impacted our city. ICT cyberinfrastructure,
communication services and client hardware in good standing. Team’s broad technical and managerial skillset,
certifications, experience, and credentials. Presence at NAP of the Americas colocation site in Miami.
Telecommunication outside plant infrastructure, smart districts technology. Smart city roadmap vision,
strategic plans, accomplishments, awards, and recognition. Collaboration with all city departments on
strategic initiatives (public safety, economic development, sustainability, digital processes, process
improvement.) Disaster recovery and business continuity highly available/resilient network, systems, data
backup/redundancy, energy-power redundancy, facilities, and resources. Comprehensive policies,
procedures, best practices, and standardized operations. Collaboration and ongoing relationship with
University of Miami, Florida International University, Singularity University, NIST, IEEE, PMI, ASQ, IISE, FES,
NSPE, NTIA, IIBA, FLGISA, CIO/CISO/CDO summits, Knight Foundation, eMerge, ICMA, MDBC, CGCC, BID, City
Innovate, and other professional organizations and universities. Lean six sigma QE programs. Support from
City’s leadership and community. Digital equity, inclusion, and accessibility programs.
• Weaknesses: Insufficient automated service request workflows, training and succession gaps, aging network
infrastructure in remote facilities, legacy enterprise system sunset, Covid-19 workspace/workforce
risks/vulnerabilities, resource gaps for growing demands from departmental and citywide needs and projects,
cross-divisional training gaps deficiencies in office administrative procedures, support gaps, and other findings
from audits, citywide Baldrige performance study and from Lean Six Sigma process improvement sessions.
• Opportunities: Accelerated digital transformation and digital culture, cloud applications and platforms, grant
opportunities, more collaboration with the County, Miami and other municipalities in the region, UM, FIU,
SU, Nova U, NIST, NTIA, MDC, Gartner, ICMA, PMI, IEEE, ASQ, ISC2, IISE, Public Safety and Department of
Homeland Security agencies, FCC, FAA, Code for Miami/South Florida, CIC/Venture Café, The Lab Miami and
other organizations on joint initiatives. Smart City and e-Gov opportunities (NIST GCTC superclusters, STIR
Labs cohort, NSF MetroLab network, new cost-effective mature technologies, research programs, projects,
initiatives, events, awards, Internet of Things, RPA, robotics, AI & ML, big data, mobile technologies,
Blockchain,
XR,
UX,
advanced
privacy
&
cybersecurity
systems,
cloud
resources,
Electric/Connected/Smart/Autonomous Vehicles & MaaS.) University of Miami location and historic
partnership. New Public Safety Building. Growing areas of responsibility and challenging projects, tasks, and
initiatives. Community Intelligence Center (CIC), Crime data analysis initiatives. Internal and external audits.
Always-evolving technological landscape and exponential technologies. Successful use cases, takeaways,
lessons learned. Regional transportation and economic development projects and initiatives (SMART Plan,
TPO, Underline, Enterprise Florida, smart regions.) Think Tank, R&D and Innovation initiatives, events, and
partnerships. City’s Innovation partners and advisors. Internships from schools, colleges, and universities.

• Threats: Covid-19 pandemic (safety, economic, environmental impact.) Availability of fiber network, telecom
links and services. Hurricanes and other disasters threatening high availability of services. Revenue shortfalls,
budget cuts. Service Level Agreements with third party providers. Cyber-threats (hacking, hacktivists, cyberfraud, malware, cyber-attacks, phishing, social engineering, scams, ransomware.) Infrastructure and systems
vulnerabilities. Aging equipment, and environmental and technology-related risks affecting service
availability. Employee stress/burnout, “Zoom fatigue”. Resources availability, attrition, and understaffing
risks. Added costs and new requirements related to changes in policies and regulations. Project lags and
unforeseen changes of scope/requirements. Rapid/exponential/disruptive Industry/Market/Consumer
technological changes and innovation gaps. Availability and reliability of technology providers (hardware,
software, services), supply chain disruption, and unpredictable market volatility, merges, acquisitions,
declines, bankruptcies, and closures of companies providing/supporting services. Unforeseen increases in
costs of equipment and services. Social and political risk factors. Staff retention issues due to
unstable/competitive market and other government agencies recruiting, frequent needs and additional costs
for rehiring and retraining. Aging electrical grid infrastructure.
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7 – I.T. ORGANIZATION
The I.T. Department (CGIT) reports to City Manager Peter Iglesias, P.E. and Asst. City Manager Ed Santamaria, P.E.
CIO/IT Director: Raimundo Rodulfo, P.E. | Assistant Director: Nelson Gonzalez, CISSP | Admin. Assistant: Anna Vall.
CGIT currently has 19 full-time and 6 part-time positions (22 FTE). CGIT has four operational divisions:
Applications Division (Supervisor: Lemay Ramos. 5 F/T, 1 P/T):
• Applications & Programming - Develops and manages all software applications for the enterprise. The IT
department maintains and supports more than 200 home-grown programs and off-the-shelf applications,
including specialized products for the enterprise, public safety, and community services. Many applications
and smart apps are used to deliver services for residents and businesses in Coral Gables. They provide day to
day operational capability by front line city staff in Finance, Building and Permitting, Economic Development,
Police and Fire, and Community Services. These applications require extensive network and systems support
in order that staff have continuous access to the software and the information to provide needed services to
our customers and constituents. Additionally, the records and data used and created with these applications
needs to be made secure and safe; as well as properly maintained and backed up.
• Business Analysis and Systems Engineering - Provides solutions to the City using Business Intelligence (BI)
information technology and tools. This includes data science, analysis, applied AI, plans, systems engineering
and functions for enhancing public safety and business processes, operations, and information process flow.
Customer Support and GIS Division (Supervisor: Mark Hebert. 2 F/T, 3 P/T):
• Service Desk - Receives and manages all inbound calls for IT Service. They assist internal and external customers
by providing phone support and remote customer support. They assign and dispatch field service staff for
onsite response. The Service Desk retains ownership and tracks all calls until an issue is resolved. Call volume
at the help desk exceeds 100 service request or incident reports per week. All these calls must be assessed and
handled on the first contact, as practical. Otherwise, the call is escalated to one of the other IT divisions for
scheduling and resolution. Help desk staff continue to manage and track each call, regardless of escalation, and
they ensure that calls are responded to and resolved in an expedient and timely manner.
• Field Service - Responsible for supporting day to day operations of all city departments; providing high quality
onsite customer service and technical expertise. They work to resolve many kinds of PC, telecommunication,
and network issues. Many IT calls for service and reports of incidents are handled by Help Desk staff over the
phone or by email. When the situation requires a response escalation, staff is resourced from one of the
divisions in IT and redirected to the customer site, or incident location.
• GIS - Manages the business, culture, and organization of geographic information products, across the
enterprise. Traditionally, for many customers, GIS has meant maps. In the Coral Gables IT department, GIS is
an analytical and intelligence tool that can provide insights into data to understand trends, correlate
interactions, and support group collaboration. GIS is spatial analysis through the manipulation of spatial data,
the application of statistical analysis, and the creation of spatial models. The results of these efforts are
displayed in maps, charts, graphs, web portals, dashboards, apps, spreadsheets that assist stakeholders and
executives with actionable information that supports key operations and fulfillment of customer requests.
• IT Asset Management: Stores and Receiving. IT has implemented an Asset Management (ITAM) system going
forward in 2021 that is based off ITIL best practices. The Customer Support division manages the IT warehouse
space under the practices set forth by the Network and Systems divisions for their hardware equipment and
consumable supplies. Customer Support receives all items shipped to the IT Facilities campus and logs the
receipt with notice to the rest of the department. Items received are placed into designated store locations in
the IT warehouse. The ITAM is then updated to reflect asset disposition and deployment.
Systems Division (Supervisor: Ayanes Apolinar. 4 F/T):
• Servers and Clients - Designs, engineers, analyzes, and supports server stack and client infrastructure and highavailability. This includes desktop and mobile computer hardware, tablets and smartphones devices, operating
systems, system management utilities, Internet of Things (IoT) and client-server platforms infrastructure.
Systems division maintains and supports over 1,000 end-customer devices for office desktop computing, and
mobile in-field computers. This includes nearly 200 devices wirelessly connect to the city network for Police
and Fire personnel conducting public safety operations.
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• Databases and Storage - Designs, engineers, and supports database and storage system infrastructure stack
and high-availability. This includes databases, data backup systems and processes, centralized storage systems,
smart city data marketplace, and data infrastructure. Systems orchestrates and continually maintain hundreds
of physical and virtual servers running mission critical applications for the enterprise and department-level
programs vital to serving resident and business needs in Coral Gables. Underpinning the applications on those
servers are nearly 100 databases running under Microsoft SQL licensing in a robust, high-capacity, highavailability to the data on the servers. These services include all the hardware, connectivity, and redundancy
to support daily data backups, off-site storage, on-site and remote failover capability, disaster recovery and
off-site implementation for critical operations staffing.
• Cloud Computing, Hyper-Convergence and Virtualization – the scope of systems includes private and external
cloud services, server and client virtualization and hyper-converged systems that provide a platform for a smart
city ecosystem, reduce infrastructure footprint, increase interoperability, scalability, mobility, accessibility and
availability of systems, services, and applications.
• Content Management - Responsible for designing, developing, and maintaining digital content management
systems such as Web sites, Mobile Apps, Digital Signage, Social Media systems, and Collaboration platforms.
Network Division (Supervisor: Gisela Rodriguez. 5 F/T, 2 P/T)
• Network and Security - Designs, engineers, implements, and manages networking infrastructure, highavailability, and cybersecurity. This includes WAN/LAN, Intranet/Internet/Extranet, CCTV and ALPR systems,
voice, data, and video network equipment, wireless and wired networks, and physical security systems.
• Telecommunications – Supports and manages more than 200 networks connection and endpoint devices, that
include all switches and routers for a diverse, multi-campus, multi-facility enterprise. Telecom staff designs,
engineers, implements, manages telecommunication infrastructure, outside plant, services, and high
availability. This includes voice, data, and video circuits, wireless and wired links, smart city IoT nodes and
gateways, 911 PSAP, fiber optics network, telephony systems, SCADA telemetry, telecommunications towers,
I.T. environmental and facilities maintenance. For telephony Telecom support a full call manager system across
the enterprise with nearly 600 devices on office desk throughout our service domain, ensuring call quality,
voicemail service, and switchboard/call transfer and conference call capabilities.
• Community Intelligence Center - Includes management and support of technical operations and public safety
technology needs at the CIC. Monitoring, troubleshooting and operation of CCTV cameras, license plate reader
systems, crime analysis systems, video management systems, traffic management systems, crime mapping
technologies, public safety applications and other technologies. Assists public safety and other city personnel
with data and video analytics requests (incidents, traffic engineering, events.)

Fig. 33. I.T. Organizational Chart
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